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"A DISH OF CROW."

The Substance of Remarks by Charles F. Chamberlayne, Esq.,

of Bourne, as Counsel for the Town of Bourne, before

the Committee on Fisheries and Game of the Massa

chusetts Legislature, April 3, 1902, in Remonstrance

against the Passage of Senate Bill 191 and House

Bill 523.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,— In resisting any assault

upon the fisheries of Buzzard's Bay, the right of the line, the

position of honor, is, by universal consent, accorded to the Buz

zard's Bay Boatmen's Association. Not that they represent a

larger interest, in dollars and cents, than others, but because

their interest is more intensely personal. It not only embraces

substantial sums, but sums that approach nearer to being all

that the man has in the world, than is the case with other

portions of our communities.

I have had the honor to represent the town of Bourne in

these hearings, under instructions from the Board of Selectmen,

who have been also present at all public hearings, supported by

numerous witnesses from Bourne. The votes under which the

selectmen have been acting are two; the necessity for more

than one lying in the fact that the first vote applied only to men

haden. The wish of the town was to oppose any change in

existing law. But the town has learned by experience that it

is a favorite device of the enemies of Buzzard's Bay to alter

their bill in some unessential particular, and then, when too late

to call another town meeting, argue against the effect of our re

monstrance by saying that it is a different bill than was sug

gested at the time. " Perhaps," they say, " if you had read our



exact bill, you would not have remonstrated against it." Hence

the votes are two. Here is the official record : —

Bourne, March 15, 1902.

At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Bourne

duly warned as required by law and held March 3, 1902, under

the following article in the warrant for calling the same, to

wit : —

Article 13th. To see what action the town will take in re

gard to the Fisheries and act anything thereon.

It was unanimously

Voted, That we in town meeting assembled do hereby ear

nestly protest and remonstrate against the passage of a bill now

before a committee of the legislature allowing the seining of

porgies in Buzzard's Bay and that the selectmen are author

ized to employ counsel and pay witness fees, to be taken from

the miscellaneous account.

At the adjourned annual town meeting under Article 13th,

the following resolutions were unanimously adopted : —

Whereas it is deemed desirable by the inhabitants of the town

of Bourne, in town meeting assembled, that no possible ambi

guity should exist as to their position regarding the necessity and

value of legal protection to the fisheries of Buzzard's Bay,—

Therefore be it Resolved, That we do most earnestly protest and

remonstrate against Senate Bill 191, permitting the use of purse

or shirred seines or gill nets anywhere in Buzzard's Bay ; against

House Bill 523, permitting the capture of fish for bait by nets

in the waters of Acushnet River and against any modification or

invasion whatever of the beneficent legislative protection which

the long-established policy of the Commonwealth has extended

to this great natural spawning and breeding ground for fish,— a

protection which is as absolutely necessary to the livelihood of

our fishermen, the investments of our tax-payers in hotel and

residential property, and the general prosperity of our town as

it is needed to preserve the food supply of these and other

waters.

Resolved, further, That the selectmen be, and they are hereby

authorized and instructed, to take all steps in the name and on

behalf of the town necessary for carrying out the spirit of this

protest and remonstrance, including the employment of suitable

counsel and procuring the attendance of witnesses.

A true copy.

Attest : Ordello R. Swift,

(Seal.) Town Clerk.



A UNANIMOUS SENTIMENT.

So far as the town of Bourne is concerned, the Hon. Albert R.

Eldridge, chairman of the Board of Selectmen, put the matter

in this way, and put it none too strongly : " The sentiment of

the town is unanimous against any change in the law as it now

exists."

I have the honor to represent also the practically unanimous

sentiment of every town on Buzzard's Bay, with the possible

exception of Gosnold. This unanimity, I feel, must be to you,

as it has been to me, an impressive circumstance. It is doubt

ful whether over this four hundred square miles, approximately,

of Massachusetts territory, you can find such absolute unanimity

of sentiment on any other subject whatever, religious, political,

social, or otherwise, as exists throughout all the communities

bordering upon Buzzard's Bay in regard to the iniquity and

injury to them and to the Commonwealth as a whole, of enact

ing into legislation the proposition which is advanced here for

your favorable consideration. Usually, the fact that one man

wants a thing challenges his neighbor to oppose it. Nothing is

so unanimously agreed on as is the proposition that Buzzard's

Bay must be preserved from nets, pounds, and all devices for

killing fish except naturally or artificially baited hand-lines.

A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT.

Mr. Knowlton, in his adroit opening and by questions, has

endeavored to suggest a doubt as to whether Buzzard's Bay's

experiment in fish preservation, inaugurated in 1856 and com

pleted in 1893, has, in point of fact, succeeded. The unanimous

approval which all Buzzard's Bay has by the selectmen of every

town placed on it before this committee; the united voice,

absolutely vibrating with the earnestness of its appeal, by which

South-eastern Massachusetts asks you not to reverse the pro

tection required for this experiment,— attests its success to

a strength of conviction entirely impossible to empty assertion.

As I hope to show, the legislative protection of Buzzard's Bay
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has never been imposed upon an unwilling community except,

possibly, the thirty-one citizens of Gosnold. No community

which has ever enjoyed its benefits ever asked for its repeal.

From the extreme head of the Bay, legislative protection has

gradually widened down at the demand of communities affected.

Not always has this been done by a united sentiment. But it

has uniformly happened that experience has killed opposition.

To-day no voice comes from Buzzard's Bay except in remon

strance and protest. Is it aught but idle to ask whether or not

such an experiment has succeeded ? Could any test of success

be more conclusive than that it has turned doubt, misgiving, or

opposition into fervent favor and unanimous protest against any

possible change ?

AN IMPRESSIVE SPECTACLE.

So far as Buzzard's Bay towns are capable of expressing

themselves before this committee, they have expressed them

selves. They have brought before you the unanimous votes of

their town meetings in form substantially similar to that of

Bourne. I know something about town meetings. I have no

doubt we all know about them. It has been suggested by Mr.

Knowlton in his opening that these boatmen were "faithful

employees " of some one. I know of no more independent

citizen than the Buzzard's Bay boatmen. They hardly look like

a class that wear any man's collar. But I respectfully ask Mr.

Knowlton, assuming that the boatmen are as he claims, whose

collar does a Barnstable County town meeting wear ? Can you

conceive that Falmouth, Bourne, Wareham, and Marion should

vote unanimously in town meeting to oppose any change in the

present legislation unless they knew it was for the general good

of their own towns ? Mattapoisett and Fairhaven had already

held their town meeting; but their selectmen were here, and

they represented to you that it was the unanimous sentiment of

those towns that the legislation as it exists is absolutely right.

Westport, as always in the past, favors the present legislation.

So far as appeared in these hearings, as far as I have been able



to notice, there was not a man from Dartmouth who came up

and asked for this, either for Mr. Kelly or for the Churches.

There were two witnesses before you from Dartmouth, but they

were both remonstrants. These men from Buzzard's Bay towns

have not only voted in their annual town meeting, attended with

a fulness not usual in other meetings, entirely uninfluenced, so

far as any one can see, by anybody or any sporting element,—

these town meetings, coming together to elect their annual

officers, to decide what shall be done and what shall be the

policy of the town, every man interested in the matter from a per

sonal and patriotic standpoint,— these people have unanimously

voted in remonstrance. And these towns have come up with

witnesses. Your committee-room has been crowded day after

day, even after you were forced to adjourn to the largest avail

able committee-room, at these hearings, by hardy boatmen, by

selectmen of towns, and hosts of men in all ranks of life. They

have all been unanimous in saying that the present legislation

was something which the entire community wanted. And no

one has denied or could deny their statements.

A SLENDER FOLLOWING.

And who are they on the other side ? Who is it that ask

for legislation so unanimously opposed by all immediately

affected? You will find them merely the "British Porgy

Trust," and the men who handle their oil and guano. We have

had Messrs. Daniel T. Church and Nathaniel B. Church, the

present managers of the " Porgy Trust," to tell you as witnesses

that familiar story of a " valuable commercial enterprise " injured

by " local ignorance " and "prejudice." We have had certain

of their captains to tell us about things we know little and care

less for : e.g., that there is an uncertainty about the habits and

catch of menhaden ; that bluefish do not particularly fancy

menhaden ; that millions of barrels of menhaden have been seen

off the Capes of Delaware, that Narragansett Bay is full of

fish, etc., etc. If we did care for this evidence we have no pos

sible way of controlling it. We have had Mr. H. L. Bowker, a
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fertilizer man outside the fertilizer trust receiving the benefit of

their prices, to tell us how valuable and cheap fish guano might

be. We have had Frank L. Young, who buys his fish oil of the

" Porgy Trust," to tell us about the commercial value of porgy

oil. And you have had the Boston Fish Bureau to testify that

it is of no consequence to the general fish supply whether Buz

zard's Bay is protected or not, and that the Fish Bureau peti

tioned (as one of three, Mr. Frank L. Young and George H.

Leonard, another porgy oil man, being the other two) for this

bill (S. 310) because requested to do so by the American

Net and Twine Company, Ivers W. Adams, treasurer. It

need surprise no one that the " Porgy Trust " and their allied

interests desire privileges for themselves. I may at once con

cede that the Churches want to catch our fish ; the American

Net and Twine Company desire to sell them the nets with

which to do it ; Mr. Bowker wants to sell their fish scrap to

confiding farmers ; Messrs. Young and Leonard wish to sell

their oil to leather men and others. There is nothing remark

able about such evidence as this.

The striking fact is that no one in all Buzzard's Bay can be

found for love or money to back up the Porgy Trust's petition.

However much we may differ as to matters of domestic policy,

Buzzard's Bay is absolutely united to face a common enemy.

Naturally enough, Mr. Knowlton produced several men from

Cuttyhunk and Wood's Holl,— our Buzzard's Bay " irreconcil-

ables," — a dozen or so men who wish back the special netting

privileges of which the legislation for fishing equality in 1886

and 1893 deprived them. But every man of them refused to

say a word in favor of the Porgy Trust itself, and Mr. Knowlton

was far too shrewd to ask them. I have marvelled at the blended

skill and audacity with which the late Attorney-General has en

deavored to lead you to believe that witnesses who have been

testifying to certain things on their own behalf have been testi

fying to something entirely different on his behalf. More than

half of these extended hearings have been taken up with matters

entirely immaterial to this question. It seemed to me wonderful

at first that one who can hew so closely to the line and make



others do the same should have so wandered from the point and

opened the door to us so broadly. "What possible connection,"

I continually have said to myself, " has the presence of sharks

and their fondness for menhaden to do with letting the ' Porgy

Trust ' into Buzzard's Bay ? What is it on such an issue whether

fishing has improved or not in the last three years ? How can

it be of the least importance whether menhaden or * spirlings '

are the favorite food of the bluefish ? Or whether the bluefish

spawn or not in Buzzard's Bay ? " But it was not long before it

began to dawn on me that this was really high art on Mr.

Knowlton's part. The fact that in certain minor fishery matters

a division of opinion exists to-day in Buzzard's Bay might pos

sibly be used to conceal the fact that on the fishery matter

which constitutes the precise issue before this committee Buz

zard's Bay presents an absolutely unbroken front. If, on certain

of the immaterial fishery questions, members of this committee

should chance to have, as it is well known they do have, fixed

views in accordance with the witnesses produced by the petition

ers, it might require but slight mental confusion to lead such

members to a sympathetic feeling for free porgy seining with

which the witnesses themselves had no sympathy whatever.

Hence the anomaly of the wide range of evidence taken at these

hearings —why we have gone into numberless matters of no

possible connection with the point in issue.

None of the citizens even of Gosnold said they wanted the

Porgy Trust in Buzzard's Bay. They want something entirely

different. They want the profitable monopoly of setting traps.

They have always desired to set traps. They probably, until

this generation dies out, always will desire to set traps ; — al

most as much as they want to market short lobsters. But

they know that the profits which would come from their traps

and which they are desirous of having can only come from trap

fishing in a spawning bed replete with fish. They are as much

aware as anybody could be that the effect of putting porgy steamers

into Buzzard's Bay would be to destroy precisely the feature of the

fishery on which their own profit would depend. And, while

they come here and tell you many things, you will find that
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theirs are the trappers' arguments and have no more to do with

the matter of permitting a British trust to operate in our great

spawning ground than has the direction of the wind at this

moment.

We have heard something about sharks,— that the fishing is

not improving, that the menhaden are not particularly the food

of the bluefish, that there are no spawn in the bluefish, and so

forth. Now those are the trappers' arguments. The trapper

says : " Allow me to set my traps, and I will kill more sharks with

my traps than can be done by any device except a pound. I

will give you good fishing, because I will clean out sharks."

And then he says the fish in the sea are inexhaustible, we can

not do anything to injure it, the fishing has not improved any

since you took up our traps. That is merely because they

want to put the traps down again, and that is their argument for

doing so. But all this is entirely different from these men

asking that the menhaden fleet be allowed to seine in Buzzard's

Bay. And so, while I marvel at the skill which can use this

sort of evidence to aid a contention which they do not actually

favor, the stubborn fact remains as stated : — that Buzzard's Bay

is solidly in opposition to the legislation here asked for. Such

is the situation so far as the parties are concerned. The Porgy

Trust and its business associates ask for this legislation. Every

town on Buzzard's Bay is opposed to it with absolute unanimity.

A SINGLE POINT.

I desire to confine such remarks as I may make to the precise

issue involved here. I desire to consider what should be the

proper attitude of the Commonwealth to such legislation. The

dish which Mr. Knowlton is asking the Commonwealth to

swallow is garnished with much skill ; it is embellished with

many neat if immaterial trimmings, which, it is hoped, may con

ceal the identity of the bird ; bright flowers of wit and eloquence

are placed around it to lend it an attractive appearance ; the

glamour of the professional and late official attainment of the

eminent counsel himself spreads over the scene. But no skill,
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wit, wisdom, glamour, or anything whatever, can disguise from

you for a moment the fact that what Mr. Knowlton is asking

the Commonwealth to swallow is a dish of crow. To enact this

legislation, the Commonwealth must reverse, in the most con

spicuous way, against a unanimous protest, certain of its most

settled rules of action.

HOME RULE IN LOCAL FISHERIES.

First, it must reverse its traditional policy of permitting home

rule in local fisheries,— in decreeing since the foundation of

any government in Massachusetts that local fisheries were

local property, to be managed in accordance with local

wishes.

The Commonwealth has placed within the regulation of the

several towns their alewive fisheries, and given them the

absolute right of controlling them. It has given to the towns

or selectmen of the towns the right of regulating the shell

fisheries, where not regulated by special acts voicing local senti

ment. The policy of home rule in local fisheries is as deeply

graven into the legislation of this Commonwealth as it well

could be.

We desire to-day to regulate our fisheries in a particular way.

Certain citizens of other States, with capital from other coun

tries, desire to regulate them in a different way. Unless some

thing can be shown which is absolutely controlling, the unani

mous sentiment of the communities affected has been uniformly

accorded by the settled policy of the Commonwealth in fishery

matters, a decisive weight. It has been well understood by past

legislatures that local communities of necessity have exceptional

knowledge of local needs. They have intimate knowledge and

personal interest as to what can be done in the way of capture

without injury to the supply. They know exactly how far the

catching for food can safely be allowed to extend, how far the

taking for bait shall be permitted. In these and other particu

lars it is recognized that a sort of knowledge exists on the part

of the citizens of the several towns, partly based on experience,
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which cannot be placed in evidence before a legislative commit

tee; which cannot be fully placed in evidence at all without

great and inordinate expense for witnesses, but which estab

lishes, to the certainty of the people concerned, the fairness and

reasonableness and general benefit and equity of the regulations

which they adopt.

You are asked to-day to transfer to a commission appointed

by the governor the right of certain of the Buzzard's Bay towns

to the benefit of their immemorial usage of regulating their fish

eries under the arrangements which they desire. You are asked

to take a step absolutely subversive of the well-established policy

of the Commonwealth, which is to leave local fisheries to local

management. You are asked to establish a precedent of most

disastrous consequence to all the seashore towns. These fish-"

eries are within the territorial limits of these towns : they are

part of their wealth, in the same way that the attraction of

other sections may consist in trees or broad stretching ponds or

other beauties of nature. We have the wealth of the sea. And

unless, as I have said, something can be shown to the contrary

which is entirely new and absolutely controlling, the settled

policy of the Commonwealth is that the beneficial, equitable

right to control such fisheries and to decide what shall be done

with them lies in the several towns themselves.

Such a step as you are asked to take the Commonwealth can

not take without saying that its ancient policy of home rule in

local matters is and always has been wrong ; that it is better for

the legislature to regulate these matters directly or transfer

local management to a commission appointed by the governor,—

in other words, to centralize power into hands already fully

employed in doing work which cannot be so satisfactorily left to

local management and in considering the greater problems of

statesmanship.

PREVIOUS LEGISLATION ERRONEOUS.

Then this legislature of 1902 is asked to proclaim formally

that every other legislature of the Commonwealth since 1856

was wrong in saying that Buzzard's Bay is a great natural
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spawning ground and nursery for fish. Until this shall be done,

Massachusetts has never yet taken a deliberate backward step in

Buzzard's Bay protection. Upon full hearings, before careful

and conscientious legislators, in many cases originally hostile to

any restriction on free fishing, year by year the protection has

been extended and intensified by the consent and at the re

quest of towns affected as shown by their town meeting votes.

The history of this legislation, up to that time, is set forth in the

" Memorial of the Buzzard's Bay Towns " presented to Congress

in 1 892 in remonstrance against the so-called " Lapham Bill "

(H. R. 7553), under which the United States Menhaden Oil

and Guano Association— the "Porgy Trust" of that day—

sought to take from Massachusetts the right to regulate these

territorial waters, and transfer in a way practically similar to

this bill their control to a commission appointed by the Presi

dent.*

* The Lapham Bill reads as follows : —

52D Congress,

ist Session. H, R, 7S53"

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

March 25, 1892.

Referred to the Committee on Merchant, Marine and Fisheries, and ordered

to be printed.

Mr. Lapham introduced the following bill : —

A BILL

TO REGULATE FISHERIES, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress Assembled :—

That any citizen of the United States may at all times take menhaden and

mackerel with purse seines in all navigable waters within the jurisdiction and con

trol of the United States, so far as the United States have powers to regulate the

rights of fisheries therein, where the tide ebbs and flows, subject only to such

regulations as Congress may prescribe from time to time, any law, custom, or usage

of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.

Sect. 2. That the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries is hereby directed to

make such inquiries and investigations as may be necessary for ascertaining to

what extent, if any, there has been diminution in the abundance of fishes of com

mercial importance along the coasts of the United States and the Great Lakes, and
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For obvious reasons the Commonwealth desires to protect

the food supply of the people through guaranteeing fish and

game safety in their breeding seasons, and on their feeding and

spawning grounds. Such a natural spawning and breeding

ground is Buzzard's Bay. Shoal waters, measuring never over

seventy feet deep, warmed by the Gulf Stream to a temperature

many degrees above the adjacent Cape Cod Bay, with gravelly

or grassy bottom, free from strong currents, fed by inflowing

streams rich in fish food, Buzzard's Bay forms an ideal nursery

for fish. As truly as the Prybilov Islands are the natural breed

ing ground of the fur seal, Buzzard's Bay is a spawning ground

for food fish. The number of spawn-bearing fish encountered

by our boatmen in those waters, the immense quantity of young

fry found there each season, are as conclusive to this effect, in a

practical point of view, as is the testimony of the late Professor

Baird, of the United States Fish Commission, in a scientific

aspect.

These considerations early attracted the favorable attention

of the Massachusetts legislature. In the year 1856 (Chapter

176) the first act to prohibit seining in these waters was enacted.

This protection was greatly increased in 1870 (Chapter 249).

The benefits and advantages of this legislation were so immedi

to report to Congress the result of these investigations together with recommen

dations, if in his opinion any are necessary, as to the proper measures to be

adopted for the fisheries and the continuance of an ample supply of fish.

Sect. 3. That section forty-three hundred and twenty-one of the Revised

Statutes of the United States is hereby amended by inserting immediately after

the word " fisheries," wherever it occurs in said section forty-three hundred and

twenty-one, the words " in all navigable waters within the jurisdiction and control

of the United States where the tide ebbs and flows," so that it shall read in the

title of a fishing license, " license for carrying on the fisheries for menhaden and

mackerel with purse seines in all navigable waters within the jurisdiction and con

trol of the United States where the tide ebbs and flows." And also in the body

of said section, after the description of the vessel, to read : " License is hereby

granted for the said vessel to be employed in carrying on the fisheries for men

haden and mackerel with purse seines in all navigable waters within the jurisdic

tion and control of the United States where the tide ebbs and flows, subject only

to such regulations as Congress may prescribe from time to time, any law, custom,

or usage of any State to the contrary notwithstanding, for one year from date

hereof and no longer."

»
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ate and so marked that in 1874 (Chapter 282) the protection

was extended farther down the Bay. In 1886 (Chapter 192) all

movable devices for catching fish were absolutely excluded from

the Bay with slight exceptions.

In 1890 (Chapter 289) and in 1891 (Chapter 327) these final

exceptions were removed, and the entire Bay freed from movable

apparatus. Such legislation, which is without a break (except

an accidental episode in 1887, Chapter 197), corrected in 1890

(Chapter 229), establishes beyond a question the policy of the

Commonwealth.

In 1893 (Chapter 205) all fixed devices for taking fish in

Buzzard's Bay were removed at the request of all the towns

affected except Dartmouth and Gosnold. This was not done in

a corner. The legislation failed in 1892. It was enacted in

1893 upon protracted hearings and after fierce legislative con

tests, in which William A. Morse, of Tisbury, Mr. Allen, of

Dartmouth, on the part of the House, and Senator Dame, of

Essex, chairman of the Committee on Fisheries and Game,

resorted to every then known obstructive, parliamentary, or log

rolling device, including, as usual, holding up the appropriation

for the steamer " Ocean Gem," then used to protect the fisheries

of Buzzard's Bay. This is barely the outline of what the legis

latures of Massachusetts have enacted in positive legislation.

It takes no account of what they have refrained from doing,—

the almost yearly attempts of those who sought for themselves

alone unusual personal privileges in these protected waters. In

1887 (Chapter 197) a bill was quietly passed— no one seemed

to know just how— exempting the waters within half a mile of

Mattapoisett from the operation of the law of 1886 (Chapter

192). That was argued out fully on both sides, and the legis

lature decided to retrace this misstep and to remove this special

privilege in waters where the rights of all towns are precisely

equal. In other words, they decided that local option is impos

sible in common property. In 1891 and 1892, Mr. Kelley came

up to the legislature, as he tells you, and asked for the bill which

has been asked for this year (which, by the way, has ten thou

sand times the justice and equity of the " Porgy Bill ") ; and he
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was refused on all occasions. In 1896 and 1897, just before the

pound licenses reserved under the law of 1893 would expire,

Gosnold came up with about half its thirty-one voters, and

asked again for an exemption from the law of 1893, for their

private benefit. The way those foam-crested billows braved by

the bold life-savers of Cuttyhunk surged through this State

House was a wonderful performance. Mr. William A. Morse,

then a senator, made the effort of his life for Gosnold ; and

the Hon. Otis Foss, of Edgartown, House chairman of this

committee, aided him as far as possible.

Every year there comes some attempt. Mr. Horace K.

Osborn once introduced a bill designed to allow butterfish to be

caught with a net in Buzzard's Bay. In 1897 this same bill

here (S. 310) was introduced by the American Net and Twine

Company, and received leave to withdraw. In fact, it was prac

tically abandoned, no one being willing to father it, except so far

as Mr. Kelley's counsel took charge of it. This year things are

reversed. The Commonwealth cannot at this time change this

particular policy without saying, in effect, that this legislation

and these refusals to legislate were all a mistake. She must an

nounce that the reasoning on which it is based was an error.

I imagine Mr. Knowlton might be puzzled to find when Massa

chusetts has ever done such a thing before.

A SPAWNING BED.

During all this time, since 1856, Massachusetts has been pro

claiming to the country that here were exceptional waters re

quiring special legislative treatment. She has, as a matter of

deliberate policy, established a harbor of refuge in Buzzard's Bay

for spawning fish.

It is useless to talk about sport as the element in this matter.

A man that would do that insults his own intelligence in making

such a statement. He insults the intelligence of those whom

he is asking to believe it. Sport is not the ground which the

Commonwealth has announced as the basis of Buzzard's Bay

protection. She accorded this in 1856, long before the summer
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business, which is crowding to these shores, had begun. Sport

is an effect, not a cause, of this protection. In 1870, before

any appreciable number of summer people had come down there,

the Commonwealth renewed and increased her protection.

Why ? Because Buzzard's Bay is one of the two ideal spawn

ing grounds of this country, the other, as appeared in this

evidence as the opinion of Marshall McDonald, late Fish Com

missioner of the United States, being Chesapeake Bay in

Maryland. Massachusetts has believed in the past that here

were conditions for fish growth to be found nowhere else on the

Atlantic Coast except possibly in Chesapeake Bay ; that it was

a wise policy to protect such waters, for the reason that such

a course not only permanently preserved the sources of the fish

food supply, but, by allowing the fish to spawn and then come

out in increasing numbers directly benefited the fisheries of the

entire coast. To pass the legislation asked for here, you are

asked to say that there has never been any basis or reason for

such continuous and intensifying protective legislation ; that the

settled policy of the Commonwealth was simply a mistake, and

that these waters do not differ in any substantial particular from

any others.

Have you in point of fact, gentlemen, seen or heard any evi

dence during these weeks which justifies you in taking for the

Commonwealth so humiliating a position ? Has it not been

amply demonstrated that the legislation of the last forty-six years

was passed upon due consideration and for sufficient reason,;

that Buzzard's Bay is a great natural spawning ground and

nursery for fish ?

It seems to me an odd thing seriously to cite evidence before

a Massachusetts legislative committee to prove that Buzzard's

Bay is such a spawning ground after the Commonwealth has

indorsed the proposition by nearly fifty years of continuous

approval. It is like proving an axiom. However clearly one

may prove its truth, it is never clearer than when you begin.

Something, however, has been said about the bluefish. They

are, as Mr. George I. Briggs, for many years a selectman of

Bourne and now one of our county commissioners, very truly
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said, of comparatively slight consequence to us compared with

the bottom fish. But perhaps it is worth while to read you his

statement.

I think the value of bluefish is very small comparatively with

the value of the bottom fish.

Q. Will you tell the committee why, Mr. Briggs ? A.

Well, because there are not so many of them.

Q. That is, their food value is less ? A. They are less in

number. They do not compare with rock bass, striped bass,

squeteague, or scup, or tautog, by any means, and the benefit is

not so great to the average inhabitant from the bluefish as it is

from the bottom fish. To the boatmen it is their main depend

ence, in a measure, in taking parties out, to catch bluefish ; but

the value of fishing lies in the bottom fish.

Q. Is there a considerable amount of fishing by the inhabi

tants of Bourne merely for their own food ? A. Many people

get a good part of their living in the summer from the Bay

there from bottom fishing,— scup, etc., very many.

Q. Have you had any experience in the effect of the use of

nets in, frightening or breaking up schools of fish ? A. I think

it goes without saying that a school of fish is afraid of a net.

Any kind of a fish is afraid of a net.

Q. Are there any other facts that you desire to state to the

committee? A. I do not remember any just now. I think it

would be a great detriment to the people if seining was allowed

in Buzzard's Bay : I think it would destroy the food fish. I do

not know of any better way to cripple an army than to attack the

commissary department. I think that is all I have got to say.

But Mr. Knowlton, perhaps for this reason, has preferred to

talk largely about bluefish. His witnesses have said that blue

fish do not spawn in Buzzard's Bay. Let me refer you for a

moment to the evidence of Mr. Wallace J. Perry, of Monument

Beach, one of the Boatmen's Association. He is only one of

many who have testified to the same effect ; — including Sylves

ter O. Phinney and Jesse F. Phinney, President and Treasurer

of the Buzzard's Bay Boatmen's Association.

Q. Have you any particular knowledge on the question of

bluefish spawn? A. I have found a great many. I never

catch fish but what I find about half of them have spawn in

them.
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Q. At what particular time are the fish found with spawn?

Is it at the beginning or end of your fishing ? A. Well, about

the first of our fishing. From June 15 to July 15.

Q. That is, the first bluefish you get have spawn, and they

are found up at the head waters of the Bay ? A. Yes, sir ;

and, as has been stated before, of course we also find it later in

the season. There are some that are not so far developed as

others, and consequently spawn later.

Q. Taking the spawn as you find it in the first of your

catching, in what condition is it ? A. Well, in various forms.

Some, as has already been said, as I should suppose, is all ready

to hatch. As the spawn comes from the fish, it is all bloody.

You hold it in your hand ; and it will almost drop to pieces, and

quite often it does so. It would not be fit for anybody to fry.

Such spawn as will hold together quite a number of people ask

for, and we give it away. Some of it, as I say, you could not

use to fry, it is so ripe,— that is, so near maturity.

Q. About what time do you find that, Mr. Perry ? A. Well,

I should say anywhere from the 10th of June to the 1st of

July : about the 10th is the first fish I catch.

Hon. Robert O. Harris, ex-District Attorney for Plymouth

id Norfolk Countie
y

ing in another form :

and Norfolk Counties, puts the matter of Buzzard's Bay spawn-

I have had a summer home for twenty years right on the

shore of Cataumet Harbor, which is the harbor that makes in

between Scraggy Neck and Nye's Point, shown on that plan, on

the east side of Buzzard's Bay, up near the head of the Bay.

And, when I am there in summer, my occupation is fishing and

amusing myself. And my habit of mind is to be curious about

everything that I can see in the Bay. And so I have watched

the fish, not only the menhaden and the bluefish, but all the

other fish that we catch in that Bay, with a view to learning

what I could, in a way which was not specifically scientific, per

haps, about their habits and where they are born, and when they

go out of the Bay and how they come in. One of my favorite

amusements is to put on a pair of long-legged rubber boots and

take a lantern and go down there in the evening when the tide

is running in, holding the lantern down close to the water and

seeing the things that will come up on the tide ; also, to take a

net and go down to the flats in the night and break a few small

clam-shells,— break the upper shells and let the tide ripple in
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over, and see the small fish that will come in for that small bait .

And I don't know of any kind of fish that can be caught in

Buzzard's Bay with a hook and line or net that can't be caught

from a size anywhere from when it is big enough to feed at all

up to a good-sized fish, in these little bays and shallows. You

can catch the little toad fish, which perhaps many of you are

familiar with,— it looks like a skeleton : when you catch him

and rub his stomach, he will blow up like a football. I have

caught those, and would note the sensation across the joint of

my finger. I have caught tautog, I have caught scup,— I won't

say I have caught a king-fish, but little bluefish and little rock

bass, little tiny bits of flounders and place-fish,— turbot as they

call them down there, although it is not true turbot, I believe ;

and, in fact, specimens of all fish, so small that you couldn't

get them with a hook, and from that on up to the larger sizes.

And following the rule that we know of with respect to food

fish, recognizing and knowing that young fish do not come from

deep water into the shallows, but that they are born in the shal

lows and go into the deep waters, these investigations, made as

a matter of curiosity and amusment, lead me to believe that that

bay is the great spawning ground,— a great spawning ground

for all kinds of food fish.

The statement of Mr. George I. Briggs states the same thing

from a slightly different point of view : —

Q. In your opinion, would the passage of this bill be injuri

ous to the interests of the town ? A. I think so, and to the

inhabitants also.

Q. In what particulars, Mr. Briggs ? A. Well, we have a

resident population of about one thousand eight hundred people,

and our average summer population is about three thousand.

We have but very little manufacturing. Our people, in a meas

ure, have to scrape around like a fish-hawk to get a living, some

clamming, some getting quahaugs, some taking people out to

sail in the summer, getting fish. A large portion of their living

comes from the bottom fish, in clearing land and aiding in the

construction of houses and developing the land.

Q. Will you continue, Mr. Briggs ? A. I have an idea

that, as a partial compensation for the unproductiveness of the

soil, the Almighty sent a run of fish for each year as food for

the inhabitants. And, like an army on the march which derives

from the country or carries its subsistence with it, I think the
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same Almighty directs food for the fish to come out of their

spawning ground. I think the menhaden that come there in

large quantities are food for all the fish that come to the upper

part of Buzzard's Bay. I think the bluefish and, I am sure, the

squeteague and striped bass feed on the large menhaden after

they have spawned. I know the squeteague and the scup feed

on the little fish at the head of the Bay. I am sure that when

menhaden are plenty at the head of Buzzard's Bay,— I do not

pretend to speak about the lower part of the Bay, but the head

of the Bay,— every year when menhaden have been plenty,

other fish have been plenty, and that, when menhaden have not

been plenty, other fish are scarce. And I think it is a fact that

those fish, those squeteague, and perhaps bluefish and bass and

scup, spawn where they are, when the water is of right tempera

ture, and wherever they find themselves ; and I think they seek

out and are to be found in Buzzard's Bay,— that is, at the head of

Buzzard's Bay, and on the sands and bars,— because, when there

are plenty of large fish in the autumn, we find plenty of small

fish, an inch or two inches long, and, in years when there have

been no bluefish in the Bay, we have found few, if any, young

fish. And the same with menhaden. When the menhaden are

plenty in the upper waters of the Bay, we find plenty of young

menhaden ; and it is fair to presume that they spawn in the

upper part of the Bay, where they are to be found when they

are very small, about an inch in length.

That scientific research reaches the same result as ordinary

observation appears, not only from the opinion of Marshall Mc

Donald, above referred to, but from the evidence, given in 1892,

by Vinal N. Edwards, a friend of the great Spencer F. Baird,

and since 1 87 1 employed in the United States Fish Commission

to examine and report on the phenomenal number of young fry

and spawning fish found in Buzzard's Bay :—

Quissett Harbor seemed to be the best place for young fish

that we have found,— that is, to find them after they have grown

an inch or two inches. And bluefish,— you can get bluefish an

inch long about the middle of July.

Q. What was the size of these fry, say of the scup?

A. That would make a difference when I got them. If I got

them about the middle of July, they would be three-quarters of

an inch, perhaps.
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Q. Three-quarters of an inch long ? A. Three-quarters of

an inch long, very abundant. We have a sweep seine a quarter

of an inch mesh : eighty feet of it is twelve feet deep.

Q. Have you ever fished above the Wareham Bridge for

small fry, up at the mouth of the Agawam River ? A. Yes,

sir.

Q. In among the eel grass there ? A. Yes, sir, most above

the bridge is young squeteague, not all : very few of anything

else.

Q. How small did you find that fry ? A. We found that the

first day of July last year and years before, anywhere from

three-quarters of an inch to an inch and a quarter.

Q. Well, now, so small that the little sacks or bags would be

attached to it ? A. No, no sack attached to it. The net is not

fine enough to take them then. We took some on the surface

with what we call surface nets, bolting cloth ; and we took all

kinds together, and it is very hard to tell one fish from another

when they have the sack on.

Q. Have you seen them there with the sack on ? A. Yes,

sir, but never caught them ; that is, at Wood's Holl I have

caught them with the sack on.

Q. Well, is there any doubt in your mind that Buzzard's Bay

is a breeding ground and a good nursery for these various

species of fish which have been mentioned ? A. Yes, sir, cer

tainly ; know it to be.

Q. Is it a good breeding ground ? A. Know it to be.

Q. Beyond that, it is favorable to the development of the

young fish, after they have been produced from the spawn, and

the growth of the young fish ? A. I suppose you have refer

ence to summer fishes ?

Q. Yes. A. Warm weather fishes, it is. Young cod and

those things come in, but they disappear about June. So, if you

have reference to those, they don't stay in warm water.

Q. Is the temperature in Buzzard's Bay warmer compared

with that of the ocean? A. It is rather warmer than the

Vineyard Sound,—about two degrees.

Q. And is that favorable to the development of spawn ? A.

When you go to the head of the Buzzard's Bay, you will find,—

I tried it two or three years ago,— getting above Bird Island,

you will find the water some six or eight degrees warmer.

Q. Yes, six or eight degrees warmer up at the Bird Island

Lighthouse? A. And I commenced three years ago taking

temperatures there in the summer, every time I made a round

trip. It was five or six or seven degrees warmer at the head of
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Buzzard's Bay than it was at Wood's Holl, sometimes one, some

times the other : it would not be the same every time.

Q. How does the temperature in Buzzard's Bay compare

with the temperature in Vineyard Haven? A. Vineyard

Haven ?

Q. Yes. A. Some eight or ten degrees. You come be

tween that every time.

Q. In your explorations of these bays and harbors and coves

in 1882, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, along there, did you

find any better bay or arm of the sea for the spawning and

developing of young fish than Buzzard's Bay ? A. I did not.

Q. Did you find any as good as Buzzard's Bay ? A. No,

sir, because Narragansett was all rocks, and not much grass or

weeds or anything which seemed to be a kind of a bait bottom.

It showed no grass or anything of that kind, as you do in Buz

zard's Bay.

Q. Then I understand your testimony, in short, to be that

Buzzard's Bay is a good spawning and breeding ground for the

various species of fish that have been named, and Narragansett

Bay is not ? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Is it a fact with regard to the waters of Buzzard's Bay

that they contain an immense amount of food such as fish feed

upon ? A. Yes, sir.

IMPOSSIBLE THEORIES.

As I understand Mr. Knowlton's contention tin this point, as

stated by his scientific witness who " happened to be here in the

interests of science," but who failed to explain why he tumbled

into Mr. Knowlton's arms the presence of these young fry is

explained in one of two ways. (1) The spawn is separated from

the fish somewhere outside of Buzzard's Bay,— usually the Gulf

Stream is selected as sufficiently distant and indefinite,— floats

to the surface, and drifts into Buzzard's Bay. (2) The little

fish are spawned somewhere else, say the Gulf Stream, and

swim into Buzzard's Bay under their own steam.

First, then, as to the theory that the eggs float to the top,

and drift into the Bay. It is impossible for any fish eggs to float

into any tidal bay fed by rivers or streams. While the incoming

or flood tide of course would bring in water, the ebb tide must

take out not only the water that went in on the flood, but also

J
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the water brought down by all the inflowing streams. You can

float things out of the Bay easily enough, but it is impossible to

float them into the Bay, because you have always the task of

discharging a larger volume of water than you are putting in.

Many facts prove this to be so. If, for example, a man drowned

off Monument Beach, the body is naturally found down off West

Island. When we float boxes sunk to water level, in order to

test currents, we invariably find the ultimate drift is down the

Bay, and not up.

The wind may have an effect on floating things projecting

above the water, but anything which is part of the water itself

and is controlled by the tide never could float into a tidal bay

fed by sixteen large fresh-water rivers. It is merely a physical

impossibility. Why is it that, although the cod hatches at the

mouth of the Bay, we never find cod fry in the Bay itself ?

Second, as to Mr. Knowlton's idea that these tiny fish, some

times with the egg sack attached, swim into Buzzard's Bay

from the Gulf Stream or elsewhere. There is one simple inquiry

that will settle the truth of that. If it were true, you would

naturally expect to find the little fish at the mouth of the Bay ;

and, as they aged and went up the Bay, you would of course

find that they grew bigger and bigger because they were getting

older and older. If the little fish swam in from the Gulf

Stream, they would be of a certain size when they got there ;

and, as they went up, they would get bigger, and you would find

the biggest of the young fish up at the head of the Bay, and the

smallest fish down at the mouth of it. If, as a matter of fact,

our witnesses are believed when they say that the fish go up in

the early spring " amidships of the Bay," and first strike up to

the head waters of the Bay, and that they cannot be caught

with the hook ; that they are there two weeks before you can

catch them with the hook (when, as we say, they are spawning

there on the shoals), and soon after the smallest perceptible fish

are found up there, tiny little fish,— and it be conceded, as we

claim, that you never find any tiny fish unless you find old fish

of the same species also,— what is the inference except that,

when you find the little fish up in the head waters of the Bay,

^
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and, as they come down, you find them larger and larger towards

the mouth of the Bay, you conclude that they were really

spawned up there, and that they are growing as they come

down, and are getting bigger and bigger, until finally they dare

essay the deeper waters with their frail little craft, and so go

down to the sea in the fall ? Which is inherently probable ?

Which is shown to exist ?

PRACTICAL CONFISCATION.

When a thoughtful State like Massachusetts deliberately

adopts a course of policy regarding the treatment of certain

waters, and whenever at intervals that policy is attacked, con

tinues, and extends it, rejects all attempts at change or modifi

cation, and this has gone on for nearly fifty years, then it may

readily happen that valuable rights of property will have been

acquired by individuals or towns the value of which would

materially be reduced by changing the policy itself. Such rights

are not exactly legal. But, if it can in any just sense be said

that the property has been acquired in reasonable reliance upon

the continuance of the policy, then the State has induced the

investment ; and, consequently, while beyond all doubt the legisla

ture may reverse its policy, it is equally true that the good faith

of the Commonwealth is morally pledged that the change shall

not be made as a mere caprice, and only upon adequate grounds.

Such legislation, in a just sense, constitutes " a rule of property,"

and should have all the permanence of one. To change without

adequate cause, without an alteration in the conditions on which

it was originally passed, is practically to confiscate such portion

of the value of the property as has been invested relying on it.

Such a situation is to-day presented on Buzzard's Bay. For

these many years the Commonwealth, through its legislature,

has been announcing that she had definitely decided to protect

these waters as a spawning ground and nursery for fish. All

men could see that, whenever asked to change her mind, she had

refused; that time had only intensified her intention. This

course has had immense results upon the fishery itself. It has
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also had immense effects in these local communities. The at

traction of hand-line fishing was not only immensely increased ;

its permanence was assured. In all seashore resorts on Buzzard's

Bay eager bidders of ample means applied for seashore property.

Its value advanced. People of more humble circumstances

found that, with access to sea food for the mere trouble of its

capture, they could establish homes at Onset and elsewhere, and

enjoy the benefits of the seashore. In reliance upon this legis

lation immense sums in hotels and private residences have been

placed upon this portion of the soil of Massachusetts. Aban

doned farms have become tasteful residences ; unproductive fields

are to-day magnificent estates ; back woodlots have been settled

by people most valuable to us in every financial, social, or moral

aspect. During the continuance of this legislation, Falmouth

has grown in valuation from $1,293,695 in 1870 to $7,632,411

in 1900. Bourne has grown from $988,919 in 1885 to $2,255,-

061 in 1900. It should not be forgotten that in all these towns

large sums formerly assessed on shipping or manufacturing had

to be stricken from the valuation books, and that every other

town in Barnstable County (except Bourne, Falmouth, and the

south side of the town of Barnstable) is either stationary or

retrograding in both population and valuation.

The same thing is true as to the Plymouth and Bristol County

towns on Buzzard's Bay. The valuation of Wareham has in

creased $500,000 between 1876 and 1892, while over $200,000

of manufacturing valuation has been stricken off the books.

Onset, for example, has risen from a valuation of $600 in 1876

to a valuation of $450,000 in 1890. The table submitted for

your examination will make this still clearer.
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BRISTOL AND PLYMOUTH COUNTIES.

POPULATION.

1870 1875 1880 ■885 1890 189s 1900

Fairhaven 2,626 2,768 2,875 2,880 2,919 3.338 3.567

Marion . . 896 862 958 965 871 759 902

Mattapoisett . 1,361 1,361 1,365 1,215 1,148 1.032 1,061

Wareham 3.098 2,874 2.897 3.254 3.451 3.367 3.432

7.88i 7,865 8,095 8,3M 8,389 8,496 8,962

VOTERS.

Fairhaven — 760 — 833 — 893 678

Marion . . — 232 — 279 — 207 267

Mattapoisett . — 389 - 360 — 296 287

Wareham —
595 — 735

—
734 724

1,976 2,207 2,130 1,956

VALUATION.

Fairhaven 1,676,529 1,608,404 — 1,658,556 — 2,091,118 2,482,177

Marion . . 485.308 489,664 — 987,407 — 861,824 1,062,538

Mattapoisett, 602,126 1,226,062 — 1.559.023 — 1,629,246 1,741,009

Wareham 1,163,960 1,124,248 — 1,600,204 — 2,192,462 2,346,429

3,927,923 4.448,378 5,805,190 6,784,650 7.632,153

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.

POPULATION.

1870 1875 1880 ■88s 1890 189s 1900

Barnstable .... 4,793 4.302 4,250 4.050 4.023 4.055 4,364

Bourne . . •.363 1,442 1,580 1.657

Brewster . . 1,259 1,219 1, 144 934 1,003 901 829

Chatham . . 2,411 2,274 2,252 2,028 '.954 1,809 1.749

Dennis . . 3.269 3.369 3,200 2,923 2,899 2.545 2.333

Eastham . . 668 639 602 638 602 476 502

Falmouth . 2,237 2,211 2,422 2,520 2,567 2,655 3.500

Harwich . . 3.080 3,355 3.265 2,783 2,734 2,532 2.334

Mashpee . . 348 278 347 3" 298 330 303

Orleans . . 1.323 1.373 1,294 1,176 1,219 1,198 1,123

Provincetown 3.865 4.357 4.345 4,480 4,642 4,555 4,247

Sandwich . . 3.694 3.417 3.544 2,124 1,819 1,580 1,448

Truro . . . 1,269 1,098 1,010 972 919 8i5 767

Wellfleet . . 2.135 1,988 1,908 1,687 1,291 968 988

Yarmouth . . 2,423 2,264 2,173 1,856 1,760 '.655 1,682

32,774 32,144 31,756 28,845 29,172 27,654 27,826
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VOTERS.

1875 1885 1895 1900

Barnstable 1,204 1,196 1,220 1,139

Bourne 410 434 441

Brewster 307 266 266 247

Chatham 603 601 603 530

Dennis 921 855 738 638

Eastham 172 175 152 135

Falmouth 632 605 721 746

Harwich 865 845 603 634

Mashpee 61 79 90 84

Orleans 400 364 342 269

Provincetown 948 928 920 708

Sandwich 887 556 437 385

Truro 275 234 188 144

Wellfleet 578 504 284 256

Yarmouth 581 540 532 431

8,434 8,158 7,330 6,787

VALUATION.

Barnstable

Bourne

Brewster .

Chatham

Dennis

Eastham .

Falmouth

Harwich .

Mashpee .

Orleans .

Provincetown

Sandwich

Truro . .

Wellfleet

Yarmouth

1870

$2,880,361

M

800,393

1,025,358

1,521,982

233,874

1,293,69s

1,083,774

94,845

568,979

2,102,071

i,444,5I7

298,893

855,929

1,610,171

187s

$2,863,099

748,167

881,632

1,646,437

212,633

2,561,805

1,103,508

97,502

520,679

1,043,082

1,442,201

294,363

960,940

1,554,494

1885

$3,262,326

988,919

614,926

772,539

M36.351

230,590

4,257,570

1,073,002

131,761

507,457

2,174,354

1,045,710

282,464

980,189

1,690,212

r89S

$4,095,312

1,775,794

626,264

921,746

1,680,054

294,3*4

6,735,740

1,204,051

182,817

703,466

2,202,299

985,988

349,454

791,491

2,250,527

1900

£4.339,36i

2,255,061

585,279

915,686

i,336,923

320,470

7,632,411

1,206,376

193.754

693,992

2,003457

988,018

342,335

782,688

1,826,476

$15,824,842 $15,870,541 $19,544,270 $24,800,217 $25,422,261

While other elements undoubtedly contributed to this phe

nomenal growth,— for this "summer business" is practically all

the business these towns have as a source of growth,— unques-

tionably a large portion of this value was placed here in reliance

upon the policy of the Commonwealth in protecting these fish

eries. The good faith of the Commonwealth is practically

pledged to its continuance.
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A specimen instance of what I am saying is furnished, among

many, by Mr. Charles C. Soule, of Brookline, who testified be

fore you :—

Q. Will you state to the committee in your own way what

induced you to go to Buzzard's Bay and has continued you

there ? A. About ten years ago I had a very serious illness ;

and my physician told me it was necessary for the rest of my

life to get into the open air in the summer, and have some sort

of occupation which would keep me always outdoors. He asked

me what I liked, and I told him fishing was the only sport I

cared anything for. At his suggestion, I made careful inquiry

as to what place I could find anywhere within range of Boston

where the fishing was good, not so much rod-and-reel or open-

sea angling as old-fashioned hand-line fishing. I found on in

quiry that Buzzard's Bay was not only naturally the most prolific

place along our coast in different kinds of fish, but it was amply

protected by State legislation ; and I therefore went there ten

years ago to the little hamlet called Cataumet, on Red Brook

Harbor, and have been there ever since.

OTHER INVESTMENTS.

In the same reliance on the continuance of this legislation,

our boatmen have also made large investments. As I remember

the evidence, $50,000 is invested in fishing-boats in Bourne, and

$30,000 invested in Wareham. The situation is similar in other

Bay towns. Every man who has placed his savings in a boat

has done so relying on the good faith of the Commonwealth.

In similar reliance upon this fishing, many towns have made

large municipal improvements. We have put in heavy steel

bridges where wooden bridges would have been the custom of

our ancestors. We have established parks, built expensive

roads, trimmed our forest drives. And why ? Because we

knew that in the spring, when the taxes were to be assessed,

there would be this large amount of property coming in every

year ; that the property was there, and its yearly increasing

value could be assessed ; and that, under conditions similar to

those on which it was placed, it would remain there and increase

in value.
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Mr. Albert R. Eldridge, chairman of the Selectmen of

Bourne, puts it this way :—

The town of Bourne is composed largely of non-resident peo

ple who come there in the summer. We have no manufactories

of any kind in the town of Bourne. We have Keith's car-shop

at Sagamore, which does a small amount of manufacturing ; but

the inhabitants of the town of Bourne are almost entirely de

pendent upon the summer people. At least two-thirds of our

taxable property comes from the non-residents on real estate.

The number of polls in Bourne is 508. The personal property

in the town of Bourne is $476,000, the real estate is $1,733,-

000, making a total valuation of $2,200,000 and over. The

resident people assessed for property in the town of Bourne are

488: the non-resident people assessed for property are 333.

Our tax rate is $1 1.20. . . . The majority of the people living on

that shore derive almost their whole existence, their livelihood,

through these summer people. . . . When the town of Bourne

was set off from Sandwich, in 1884, the valuation was in the

neighborhood of $900,000 ; and now, as I have already stated,

the valuation is over $2,200,000. The town has more than

doubled itself in valuation. This does not include the taxes on

corporation and bank stock,— the taxes which we get from the

State. . . . Largely the increase is due to the enhanced value of

shore property.

The petitioners propose that the Commonwealth should re

verse a settled policy, proclaim its former folly, strain out its

great spawning bed, destroy a considerable portion of the value

of the property attracted to these towns, and remove in part the

fund on the strength of which these towns have incurred large

municipal indebtedness and are yearly making large appropria

tions.

A QUESTION OF EXTERMINATION.

This is stated none too strongly. The issue here presented

is preservation or destruction of the entire fisheries of Buzzard's

Bay. I trust no possible ambiguity may exist on this point.

Mr. Knowlton has said something to the effect that his clients

desire only a little piece cut off the lower end of a large bay ;

that he asks merely the right to fish there for a month or two

in the fall, after the spawning season is all over. He expressly
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disclaims, as I understand him, any intention or desire to injure

the upper waters of the Bay, which, he says, may possibly be a

spawning ground for the food fish. He has shown you a broad

expanse of water, and asked you to infer that little or no injury

can possibly be done the remote fisheries of the head of the

Bay by so small a concession. Mr. Knowlton's clients could

readily have informed him differently. The Porgy Trust is not

spending its English money foolishly. Not in the least. Mr.

Nat. B. Church knows exactly why he wants this bill. It is not

a question of a short time or a particular line. It is a ques

tion of netting practically every fish in Buzzard's Bay. First, as

to the menhaden. The privilege of catching menhaden any

where all over Buzzard's Bay would not be worth a dollar more

to the trust than to have the privilege of catching menhaden

within the line it asks for during the time it asks for it. Captain

Church knows, better than any one, that the menhaden both

enter the Bay and leave the Bay under water, and not on the

surface. That is why it is necessary for him to catch the men

haden of Buzzard's Bay before they leave it. He cannot send

his captains to watch when the menhaden come out of the Bay

and catch them then. They dive out, and he knows it. I know

he knows it, because he has testified to it. Mr. Nathaniel B.

Church testified before a Congressional Committee as follows

{Mis. Docs. 49, 2d Sess., 45 Cong., at p. 420) : —

But we have abundant evidence that they [menhaden] do

spawn in this [Narragansett] Bay, from the fact that often, in

taking in our nets, we find bushels of their spawn, and also during

some seasons there are large quantities of small fish about the

size of sardines. They are always seen in the fall. . . .

It is hard to tell when the fish leave the coast, for we can

fish with our purse-seines and have good fishing if it is good

warm weather, but, if it comes on cold, the fish vanish, and to all

appearances they are gone, for they do not show on the surface

of the water ; but the gill nets will take them long after, and

they have been so taken as late as New Year's, when they are

quite plenty. This shows that they are not gone at that time.

Mr. Church also knows perfectly well that in the spring these

menhaden do not come in like a fleet, they do not first appear
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in schools or in the body of the Bay at all ; but they (like the

bluefish) first appear up in the shallow estuaries and creeks

where he cannot follow them and where they are spawning;

that when they have been there a few weeks the menhaden fry

appear, and the old fish begin to drift back into the deeper waters

of the Bay, uniting in schools ; that by August these schools

have united into the section of the Bay covered by his bill, and

that there is every menhaden, big and small, which has been in

Buzzard's Bay during the entire season or will return next year.

And he knows quite well that these menhaden do not go down

to the present line of Buzzard's Bay, but float back and forth in

large schools in the space which this bill asks for during a num

ber of weeks, and then, when they leave the Bay, usually with

first north-easterly storm after the middle of September, they go

out under water,— where he cannot follow them, either.

PROCTOR'S STATEMENT.

Massachusetts has no porgy factory or porgy steamer. But

she has one man who has studied the habits of menhaden in

Buzzard's Bay for some time and with considerable intentness.

That is District Police Officer William H. Proctor, captain of the

"Lexington." Every year since 1889 he has patrolled the Bay

to enforce the law of 1886, and almost every year something

like this has happened. In August and September, when the

fish are in the space covered by this bill, a number of these

porgy steamers are watching the captain's movements, wonder

ing when the necessity of coaling will call him off to New Bed

ford, anxious to get at the wealth which is in plain sight. Sud

denly one or two of the steamers hovering in and around

Quick's Hole or about the mouth of the Bay cross the line and

steam off in different directions for the head of the Bay. The

object, of course, is to entice the police boat to follow one of

them, leaving the fish to the rest. Now is the time that Proctor

must know where the fish are. If he knows, the steamer

stays right there, and follows nobody. It is fairly safe to say

that Proctor knows his fish ; and this is what he has to say

about it : —
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Menhaden work down the Bay in August and September until

they strike the tide off Penikese, and usually you can find them

during these months up as far as Wood's Hole, all along the

Nashawana and Naushon shore out into the Bay. They stay

there five or six weeks, and don't seem to work down a bit

toward the mouth of the Bay until they get ready to go ; and

then they all go in one day. You see thousands of schools one

day, and the next day— when they go— you won't see any.

Some years they work down the other side of the Bay, and then

they hang down there by Mishaum Ledge ; and they hang

around there in the same way,— not going out into the mouth of

the Bay. The menhaden men would get all the fish that come

into Buzzard's Bay within the lines they have drawn, because

they all work down there before they get ready to go out ; and

they school there, as I have said, for five or six weeks. I have

seen menhaden from a point almost down to Penikese up to the

Woepeckets that seemed to be almost solid enough for a man to

walk on. At the time there were several menhaden steamers

there, with their little driving boats out trying to drive some of

these fish through Quick's Hole out into the Sound, so that they

could seine them. It is quite as possible to drive menhaden as

it would be to drive sheep ; but there is so much current in

Quick's Hole that they do not find the menhaden schooling, and

it is not easy to set the net. Still, they got one school that way.

One year an almost equally solid school of fish was along

Mishaum Ledge ; and they kept schooling around there, and not

working down to the mouth of the Bay at all. Some eighteen

porgy steamers are around the mouth of the Bay at the time,

waiting for them to come out. They wanted to know what I

would take to go out of the Bay for a couple of hours. As a

matter of fact, they did not get any of them ; for they went out

under water. In the month of September the menhaden have

all worked down, and are formed into large schools. September

is the best month to catch them. August and September are the

only months that amount to much of anything, so fa.r as men-

' haden are concerned ; and they are all down there at that time,

i and they can catch them just as easy there as at the head of

j the Bay. I have known of their taking 2,000 barrels at a single

r set of their net,— worth perhaps $1 per barrel. They could

catch every menhaden (and every other fish, too, for that matter)

in about two weeks. The menhaden swarm around just like

y a set of bobolinks preparing to go South.

1
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MENHADEN A VALUABLE FISH.

It must be clear on this testimony that all the menhaden in

Buzzard's Bay can and will be eliminated by this fall fishing.

At this time the menhaden are a surface fish, and can readily be

located and taken. We are told that menhaden are a worthless

fish, and, if not caught, are wasted. So far as I have ever been

able to discover, this is a notion absolutely confined to this

Porgy Trust and their agents and attorneys. No one else claims

nor, indeed, believes it. It has no scientific warrant ; while

ordinary observation finds nothing in the order and economy of

nature to indorse the proposition that here has been created a

species of no value, a species that can be ground up into oil

and guano in endless quantities, and nobody be a whit the worse

for it. No one on behalf of the Porgy Trust undertakes to ex

plain precisely why the Almighty has granted to this particular

fish an indestructibility denied all other animal life, or has

created a species of fish to give softness to leather or fertility to

exhausted fields. Buzzard's Bay at least has another use for

them. In spawning grounds an absolute essential is suitable

abundance of fish food. Fish food is a chain each link of which

must be present in the required quantity for the success of the

whole. Each grade of fish life in turn feeds on a lower class,

and supplies food for a higher. The menhaden sustains the

same relation to the bluefish and other carnivorous fish that the

ox sustains to man. Man cannot eat grass, and bluefish or

squeteague cannot live on algse. Take menhaden out of a

spawning ground, and carnivorous fish cannot remain either to

feed or spawn. If they do remain, it must be at the expense of

other fish life of a higher order than the menhaden.

The fact that oil and guano are not the intended mission of

these fish is very clearly stated by Professor Brown Goode (United

States Fish Commissioner's Report, 1877, Part V. p. 109) :—

It is not hard to surmise the menhaden's place in nature.

Their mission is unmistakably to be eaten. In the economy of

nature, certain orders of terrestrial animals, feeding entirely on

vegetable substances, seem intended for one purpose,— to elabo
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rate simpler materials into the nitrogenous substances necessary

for the feed of other animals, which are wholly or in part car

nivorous in their diet. So the menhaden, deriving its subsistence

from otherwise unutilized organic matter, is pre-eminently a

meat-producing machine.

Man takes from the waters annually six or seven hundred

millions of these fish, weighing from two hundred and fifty to

three hundred thousand tons ; but his indebtedness to the men

haden does not stop here. When he brings upon his table blue-

fish, bonitos, weak-fish, sword-fish, bass, codfish, what is he eat

ing ? Usually nothing but menhaden.

Their numbers are, indeed, wonderful ; but they are merely

a necessary offset to the number of their enemies. The same

authority says : —

In estimating the importance of the menhaden to the United

States, it should be borne in mind that its absence from our

waters would probably reduce all our other sea fisheries to at

least one-fourth their present extent.

To remove one link in the chain of fish food provided by

nature in a spawning ground seems in itself a most foolish and

dangerous proposition. As Fish Commissioner Marshall Mc

Donald said, Jan. 22, 1884 (Report No. 706, Senate Bill 155,

1st Sess., 48th Cong., p. 367) : —

It is true that the amount taken by man's agency may be

infinitesimal compared with the aggregate destroyed by natural

causes ; but man's supply is taken from the remnant which has

escaped destruction by natural causes, and all, or nearly all, must

be permitted to spawn in order to maintain production.

A WHOLESALE SLAUGHTER.

But the destruction of the menhaden and the elimination from

this spawning ground of an importaut element of fish food is but

typical of the general injury which this proposed legislation

would inflict upon Buzzard's Bay. There is nothing unusual

about the fall habits of the menhaden. All other fish do prac

tically the same thing. Not only are the menhaden down in
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the area covered by this bill at the time covered by it, but here,

also, is practically every other fish, old and young, of every

species, which resorts to Buzzard's Bay. All fish are pre

paring "like a flock of bobolinks," as Captain Proctor says,

for the fall migration. An important example is that of the

alewives. Into Buzzard's Bay flow some sixteen fresh-water

streams. Many of these, in Mattapoisett, Wareham, Bourne,

and Falmouth, are enriched by alewive fisheries. Marion and

Rochester are by law sharers in the Mattapoisett fishery. It is

not strange that Rochester appears in remonstrance. Bourne

shares its fishery with Sandwich, under the terms of her act of

incorporation. Sandwich also petitions in remonstrance. It is

easy to see why. From colonial times these fisheries have been

regulated by the several towns for the benefit of their inhabit

ants, in accordance with Massachusetts usage in these matters.

All such regulations first carefully provide for the food supply

of the inhabitants. However distant from the seashore he may

live, every citizen is entitled as of right at a nominal price to

fresh fish food, to the extent of at least a barrel. The regula

tions next provide for such " run up days " as will permanently

maintain the supply by permitting the fish to spawn. The

surplus caught under these regulations is sold for the public

benefit. The right to catch Bourne's surplus herrings sold this

year for $1,245, and the amount would not be an unusual one

compared with other towns. It is estimated that the surplus

alewives in Buzzard's Bay furnish annually at least 10,000 barrels

available for bait, and usually sold for that purpose. Now at

the time of year called for by this bill every one of these ale

wives and all their young are down in this particular place, as

has been amply proved by the evidence of Mr. George I. Briggs.

But this is only one species. Here are the large and small

bluefish ; here is every mackerel and every butterfish ; every

scup, tautog, flounder,— in short, the entire fish of the entire

Bay.

This great spawning ground is annually filled with fish and

emptied of fish. There are practically no fish there in the

winter. They come in the spring, skirting the shore, feeding
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and spawning. Then it is the Cuttyhunk pound-keeper would

make his great catches. He cares nothing for the rest of the

Bay. But, as the weather gets colder and the frosty nights

come on, the deepest water grows to be the warmest ; and then,

for much the same reason that the birds leave us, a fall exodus

sets in. Every alewive fishery in the inflowing streams of the

Bay has sent down its fish. The shotten herring and the young

herring go down. The bottom fish move on to deeper ledges,

and seek the deepest water in the middle of the Bay. The

menhaden are all through spawning, and are grouping them

selves into the centre of the Bay. Then it is that within that

line which the Porgy Trust asks for, and during the time that

it asks for it, is practically every spawning fish that can possibly

return next year to Buzzard's Bay. And there, also, is the

young fish which are the hope of the future.

FALL MIGRATION.

The reasons for this essential fact are set forth in detail by

several witnesses. Let me select the evidence of Mr. James

H. Marvell, of Bourne. He, at least, is admitted on all hands

to be a " practical fisherman," according to the strictest defini

tion of a much hackneyed phrase.

Q. Will you state to the committee, in such detail as you

please, what you know about the movements of fish in the

spring and the fall? A. Well, I have confined my fishing

mostly to bottom fish, and, in order to get those fish, I have had

to study on them and follow them up as they come into the Bay ;

and I find, and have found, that they follow the shores of the

Bay on both sides up to the head waters of the Bay.

Q. When? A. In the spring,— that is, the spring fishing ;

and, as they come, in all probability they come in large bodies at the

lower part of the Bay, but they soon spread as they strike the

shores along the small inshore ledges and rocks, points, etc. And,

when they are at the head of the Bay, the first fish we catch, we

catch in the inshore ledges and around lone rocks close in,

where there isn't at low water at times more than three or four

feet of water. We catch them on the high water, follow them
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up. If a man is going to catch his fish there, he wants to get

up in the morning and be down there. I get most of my fish in

the morning fishing ; that is, along in May. And in about two or

three weeks these schools of fish, apparently small schools, not

the great body of fish, separate and spread and, as I suppose,

go on to the spawning ground. That is the case of tautog and

other bottom fish. Along about September these fish will begin

to collect again on these inshore ledges from all over the whole

country, from wherever they are distributed about in the upper

part of the Bay ; and by the first of October — along the first

part of October — you begin to catch them on these ledges, the

last part of September and the first of October, and so you can

follow them as the water grows colder and the frosty nights

come on,—you can follow them down the Bay from one inshore

ledge to another to a little more deep water, until they finally go

on to the deep ledges in the middle of the Bay, leaving the

shoal ledges to go on to the deeper ledges. Why I say they do is

because I have fished and followed them from one ledge to an

other. I fish for the bottom fish on one ledge to-day ; and to

morrow I don't find the fish there, but I find them on a deeper

ledge not a great ways from it, working down the Bay.

Q. What happens about the first of September? A. The

fish are working out of the Bay.

Q. Describe from this point what you have discovered about

the progress of the fish down the Bay. A. The progress of

the fish down the Bay would be that from the first day of Octo

ber to the first day of November they would go from the head

of Buzzard's Bay to the Sow-and-Pigs lightship in that time.

I couldn't tell you how far they went in twenty-four hours or

thirty-six hours ; but they would move from the head of the

Bay, and in that length of time, in one month's time, the fish

would all be gone from the head of the Bay, but there would be

catches of fish taken at the Sow-and-Pigs.

Q. Would they during that interval cross the section of

water which Mr. Knowlton desires to have appropriated by the

menhaden people ? A. I should say they would ; yes, sir.

They certainly, in order to get from the head of the Bay, would

have to cross that line.

Q. Could you conceive any way in which it would be pos

sible to prevent this menhaden syndicate from catching these

food fish as they migrate out of the Bay in that section ? A. No

way unless they kept where the water was so shoal they could

not work their nets.
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Q. That is, unless the fish kept where the water was so

shoal that the porgy men couldn't work their nets ? A. Cer

tainly : if they couldn't use their nets, they couldn't catch the

fish. But, as I stated before, the fish in the fall of the year are

in the deeper water of the Bay, not in the shoal water.

Q. If there is any deep water in the Bay, that is where these

fish are at that time, isn't it ? A. Yes.

COMPLETE EXTERMINATION.
»

I trust enough has been said, gentlemen, to show you that

this is far from being a trivial matter. It goes beyond any

question of line or time. This bill means the absolute exter

mination within three years of the entire fisheries of the Bay.

The Hon. Robert O. Harris puts it very clearly and concisely :

I cannot see how to permit anybody to come into the closed

waters of that Bay with a purse-seine and take those fish as they

are going out will fail to destroy all the fisheries of that Bay at

once. But I reason it this way,— if I am wrong, the others can

tell,— but herring, we know, return. As they get old enough

themselves to spawn, they return to the waters in which they

are spawned or in that locality ; and, if they take out this year's

little fish, they will take out the fish coming in there to spawn

next year. And in the course of years they will take out that

body of fish already returning, and they will be reducing the

fish that are large enougn to spawn, until within a period of

three or four years they will practically destroy the fish, be

cause they will destroy the fish that were once little ones, born

in that Bay, that are coming back themselves. Herring, we

know, do that ; and I believe these fish do the same. And, with

an open period for seining, in three years I believe you would

absolutely destroy them all.

Q. And I suppose you would agree with the other witnesses

that the fishing is an attraction, and perhaps one of the greatest

attractions, to bring people down to our shores ? A. Well, I

know it was a very large factor in planting me there ; and I

know it has been so with a large number of my friends.

S
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FOOD FISH TAKEN IN PURSE-SEINES.

I am not unaware that it has been said by the " Porgy Trust "

that they do not catch any food fish with their purse-seines, that

they catch only menhaden.*

This may possibly be true in open waters beyond sound

ings. It cannot possibly, in the nature of things, be true in a

shoal spawning ground, crowded with myriads of fish of all kinds,

clustering and schooling together for the fall migration. The

method pursued in this fishing is entirely familiar to you. The net

is 200 fathoms (1,200 feet) long and 16 fathoms (96 feet) deep.

If one net is not long enough to enclose a school, it is easy and

customary to join several nets together. These nets are buoyed

with corks or floats on top and leaded on the bottom. Along

the bottom also runs a purse or puckering rope, which, when

hauled upon, closes the bottom of the net. In connection with

the use of steam, it is probably the most effective device as yet

devised by the wit of man.

As is said by Professor Browne Goode (Mis. Docs. 49, 2d

Sess., 45th Cong., p. 117) : —

* Since this argument was made, my attention has been called to a communica

tion which appeared, in the Boston Daily Globe of May 6, 1902. The writer does

not give his identity, but he writes from Tiverton. He is, apparently, well ac

quainted with the menhaden fleet ; and he states facts easily disproved, if false.

To the Editor of the Globe,— It is a mistake saying that Capt. Sol Jacobs'

single catch of 800 barrels of mackerel landed in New York is the largest on

record.

Oct. 24, 1875, Capt. Philip Grinnell, in charge of the Tiverton menhaden

steamer " Osprey," at a single cast of his purse-seine near Brenton's reef, Narra-

gansett Bay, caught over 1,000 barrels mackerel. 20,000 of them were sold

to Moses Haskins, of Boston, at 1 2 cents each ; 20,000 were sold to Samuel

Miller, Fulton Market, at same price ; the balance were split and salted, and sold

to Frances & Moulton, New York City, at $30 per barrel.

The next day, October 25, Isaac Church, in charge of Tiverton menhaden

steamer " Jemima Boomer," at a single cast of his purse-seine off Newport, R.I.,

caught over 1,100 barrels mackerel, over 100,000 actual count.

They were iced in a schooner, towed to Portland, and sold for 10 cents each to

Charles A. Dyer. It took 90 of these fish to fill a barrel after they were split and

salted.

The two fares sold for over $23,000.

Tiverton.

Probably the " Samuel Miller " referred to in the above communication is the

Samuel B. Miller to be referred to later.
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The purse-seine is doubtless more effective than any other

fishing apparatus ever devised. By its use a school of almost

any size can be secured without the loss of a singlefish. The

enormous demands of the oil factories can be met only by

fisheries conducted on the grandest scale, and the purse-seine

is used by the factory fleets to the exclusion of all other

nets.

When the net is set, a circle is drawn by one boat taking half

the net, another boat taking the other half, and rowing around

the school in opposite directions, paying out net as they go.

When the two boats meet, the ends of the net are joined. Of

course, the leaden weights have carried the lower end to the

bottom. A heavy leaden weight holds the bottom of the net

down while pursing. The corks support it on top, and a solid

circular wall 96 feet deep (as Mr. Chaplin truly says, deep as one

of our great office buildings) and with a diameter of at least

1,200 feet (nearly quarter of a mile) is around the fish. To my

mind, the fact of greatest importance in this connection is this :

anywhere in Buzzard's Bay—within the line asked for by this

bill — every one of these leaden weights, when the net is set,

rests on the bottom of the Bay. That is the essential point.

Buzzard's Bay may look like a broad bay below this line. The

petitioners place great reliance on this fact. It is broad in

places, but it is also very shallow. In no place does it exceed

a depth of 70 feet. This is the channel. From the channel it

shoals rapidly to either side, and rapidly grows shoaler toward the

head of the Bay. It is physically impossible for a net 96 feet

deep to operate in waters always less than 70 feet deep with

out touching bottom. When the purse rope is drawn, every

fish capable of being restrained by the mesh of the net, which

is a very narrow one, is enclosed. I am not unaware that it

has been claimed by one of the Churches— I forget which—

that pursing the net raised it from the bottom, and the bottom

fish can and do dive out from under. It may be true that in a

tide way it is so. The rapid water tends to lift the net, sweep

it along, and at times, to overturn it ; but in quiet waters like

Buzzard's Bay nothing of the kind would happen. As Mr.
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Daniel T. Church, of Tiverton, R.I., told a Congressional

Committee (Mis. Docs. 49, 2d Sess., 45th Cong., p. 422) : —

The tide is watched in catching fish. Generally, slack water

is the time when they can be taken the best ; for at that time

the seine is not scraped over the bottom, thereby escaping the

chances of catching against obstructions and tearing. Cases

have happened where seines have been totally lost ; and hardly a

day goes by when one or more are not, in fishing language,

ripped up, and sometimes it takes a week's steady work to mend

them. . . .

The fact is, this legislation would enable the menhaden trust to

strain out Buzzard's Bay in sections and carry off every floating

fish of any appreciable size in it. Continuing the process three

years would strain out everything.

Captain Proctor is quite right in saying : —

When they catch fish, they catch all the fish. They can't split

them. They catch all of them or none.

Mr. George I. Briggs, of Bourne, puts the same idea rather

neatly : —

Q. Do you know of anything that would prevent — except a

very fine sense of what was right — a menhaden steamer, osten

sibly taking menhaden, from taking any food fish they might

catch and selling them for food ? A. I do not know, I am

sure, anything that would prevent, even if they were honest.

I do not see how they could prevent it. With the help of a

very deep net, going down below the bottom fish, I do not see

how they could. I do not suppose they could let them out. I

do not suppose they could be in a condition to let them out.

I suppose they would be tossed up with all the others.

I do not understand how it would be possible for anybody, no

matter how honest they were,— I do not impute any dishonesty

to any one,— I do not see how it would be possible to shoot a

net in Buzzard's Bay in August or September, when the fish

were crowding in there,— to shoot a net, say, 200 fathoms long,

perhaps, and get nothing but menhaden, even if they intended

to do right. I should as soon think of rounding up all the

people between here and the South Station, and expect to find

nothing but ministers in the bunch, as to throw a net in the Buz

zard's Bay and expect to get nothing but menhaden.
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The importance of this matter to Buzzard's Bay— for the

menhaden fleet may not only capture food fish by mistake, but

by intention — seems to warrant quoting a statement given by

Samuel B. Miller, of Fulton Market, New York, referred to in

"Tiverton's" communication, given in 1882 before a committee

of the United States Senate (Report 706, p. 39) : —

Q. The captains of four or five of the menhaden fish

steamers have testified that they rarely catch food fish of any

kind : it is an exceptional fact if they take them. Have you any

knowledge in regard to that? A. I have knowledge that I

received 70,000 pounds from one of Daniel Church's steamers

within the last thirty days.

Q. What fish ? A. Weak-fish. [Squeteague.]

Q. Do you remember the name of the captain? A. His

name is Church. I think he is one of the brothers.

Q. Which brother ? A. I do not know any by name ex

cept Daniel.

Q. Well, Daniel does not fish. A. He does not now; has

not for a number of years. I have been acquainted with them

since they were very young : they are very nice men. He

claimed that they thought they were a school of bunkers.

Q. That is, menhaden : they claimed to have taken them by

mistake ? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And they were put on the market ? A. There were

10,000 pounds of them put on the market.

Q. What was done with the balance? A. Barren Island.

[A porgy factory.] That is the load I spoke of. I should think

there was 70,000 pounds weight.

Q. Do you recollect how long ago it was ? A. It was

within thirty days. It is not much more than two weeks ago.

I sent a check to Daniel at Tiverton for what he had sold

here.

Q. With that exception what knowledge have you, if any, as to

their taking food fish ? A. I have no knowledge of their tak

ing any food fish other than they have sent to market. They

have had mackerel and sent them up to market to be sold in the

market.

Q. What market ? A. Fulton Market ; but I have no

knowledge of their taking any that they sent to be tried out, ex

cept those that were unfit for sale. They sent these to market,

but they could not be disposed of there.

Q. They describe the hold of the ship as a bin 20 feet wide,
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25 or 30 feet in length, and 8 feet in depth ; and I should judge

from their description that they put fish in there at the rate of

about a thousand a minute. They estimate their scoop will take

a thousand, and say they can throw a scoopful every minute into

the hold of a vessel in that way. I suppose food fish, if thrown

in that way, would not preserve long in a condition fit to use ?

A. They throw them right into the hold of the vessel. It is

heated. The whole steamer is heated. Then they turn water

in on them to cover them.

Q. That is new to me. A. And, when it has lain there some

time, they blow it out.

Q. Blow the water out ? A. Yes, sir. If he catches any

food fish, which he does in the spring, fine mackerel, he gener

ally sends them up to me, and we dispose of them.

Q. What captain do you speak of ? A. Daniel ; all his cap

tains. These fish were very fine, indeed : some they dressed on

deck, coming up. 1 took out enough to make 10,000 pounds.

It was night, too late to take care of them ; and those down in

the hold were heated. Next morning there were none taken

out : they were unfit for sale. The captain came up to see me,

and I told him to haul right out.

Q. I want to inquire, to be general, if food fish are caught

with menhaden in their mode of taking fish, whether they would

be kept in condition for use as food fish ? A. Put in the way

they put in menhaden, I do not think those that were eight

inches below the surface would be fit in three hours. I think

they would heat in less time than that.

Q. The extent to which they take food fish, if they take them

at all, is not, I suppose, within your means of knowledge ? A.

No, sir.

Q. How many have you purchased of menhaden boats this

season ? A. I had a smack come up with a load that she took

from one of the menhaden steamers, dressed them, and put them

below and iced them. She was down there, and had her ice in.

They were brought for market.

Q. Give an estimate of the cargoes you have purchased this

season. A. She must have had 15,000 pounds.

Q. From the menhaden boats ? A. Yes, sir : they were in

pretty good condition.

Q. Do you mean in addition to the 70,000 pounds you men

tioned ? A. Yes, sir.

Q. What description of fish ? A. Weak-fish.

Q. Any bluefish ? A. I do not think there were any in that

boat. In the 70,000 pounds there were some bluefish : perhaps
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there might have been 500 pounds. That is all I know of com

ing to our market this season from any of these menhaden fish

ermen.

A TEMPESTUOUS CAREER.

You are asked, therefore, to reverse the traditional policy of

the Commonwealth establishing home rule in the management of

local fisheries ; to assert that forty-six years of Massachusetts

legislation has been a mistake ; to destroy a large portion of the

value of the investments made by the towns and their residents

and non-residents alike ; to annihilate the fisheries, long and

carefully protected, of the best and largest spawning ground

upon the Atlantic Coast north of Mason and Dixon's line,

and to do all this against the unanimous protest of four hundred

square miles of South-eastern Massachusetts. So long as Massa

chusetts legislatures care anything for Massachusetts interests,

this is bound to prove a tolerably bitter dish. With what is it

sweetened ? What are you promised in return for ruining us ?

It is said that "valuable commercial products" in oil and guano

are demanded by the shoemaker and the farmer. Before exam

ining this claim in detail, one thing at least is apparent on

the very surface of things. However valuable these " com

mercial products " may be, they have not for many years proved

valuable enough to pay a profit on the investment. This busi

ness of menhaden fishing has always had a strikingly tempestu

ous career, whether politically or commercially considered. No

industry was ever forced to contend against such a mass of

"ignorance" and "prejudice." No men ever have had such

variegated legislative experience, ever been so constantly inves

tigated by State and National Commissions. No men have ever

shown equal dexterity in manipulating legislatures and governors.

In nearly every State on the Atlantic Coast, persons otherwise

sane have been found to claim that it was never intended by the

great Creator that steam and hoisting gear should eliminate from

their natural use the great preappointed food for food fishes ; to

assert that it was monstrous injustice to permit any set of men

to descend upon a coast, fish out the entire fishery with a perfec
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tion of machinery which in itself constituted practical monopoly,

and in a few days leave, with speed of steam and purpose to

repeat the process, thousands of humble fishermen to mourn the

loss of livelihood and whole communities to confront a denuded

fishery. Restrictive laws of all kinds have been passed against

them. But one by one they have wiped such laws off the

statute books until to-day they may fish in unrestricted freedom

anywhere from Eastport to Key West, excepting only in Buz

zard's Bay.

I do not say that their profits have gone into these legislative

conflicts. There are no facts to warrant such an assertion. The

use of money is not always fully published in such cases.

Indeed, I am rather inclined to believe that in part at least,

the real trouble is that the truth, as established by experience,

has proved to be on the side of those who claim that fish — even

menhaden— are not indestructible ; that by hammering at one

link in nature's chain of fish food they are not only causing

general public loss and injury, but have been killing the sources

of their own prosperity ; that the whole business is a perverse

uneconomic blunder, to be rigorously suppressed instead of

being fostered by the grant of special privileges. The conclu

sion of the United States Senate Committee of 1884 (Report

706, 1st. Sess., 48th Cong., p. 12) is as follows : —

The evidence discloses the very important fact that in 1874

the quantity of menhaden caught was larger than in any year

since. In 1874, 492,878,000 ; in 188 1, 454,192,000 ; in 1882,

346,638,555. The fish caught in 1874 produced 3,372,837

gallons of oil, while those caught in 188 1 produced only 1,266,-

549 gallons. It is shown by the evidence that the fish are

smaller and of an inferior quality from year to year, as the

industry has been extended.

The menhaden is what is termed a surface fish. They swim

in schools near the surface, and are supposed to feed upon the

supplies they find floating in the water. It is abundantly shown

that they are a fish that are easily frightened, and that the use

of the menhaden vessels and steamers has a tendency to break

up the schools and frighten the fish from the shore to such an

extent that they have almost entirely disappeared wherever the

same are employed. They disappeared from the coast of Maine
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half a dozen years since, so that the factories have been aban

doned. Very few are now taken in the Narragansett Bay,

where at one time the supply seemed inexhaustible. Such is the

case on the Long Island coast and the coast of New Jersey,

where formerly they were very plenty.

The following table compiled from the official report of the

United States Menhaden Oil and Guano Association shows

clearly the facts above stated : —

1874. 1881.

No. of factories . . 64 No. of factories 97

" men at factories 871 " men at factories . 2,805

" fishermen . . ',567 " fishermen . 2,406

" sail vessels 283 " sail vessels 286

" steamers . . 25 " steamers 73

Oil made (gallons) . . 3.372,837 Oil made . . . 1 266,549

Tons guano (wet) . . 50,976 Tons guano (dry) 33.6'9

Fish caught .... 492,878,000 Fish caught . . • 454 192,000

Capital invested . . £2,500,000 Capital invested . $4,750,000

In other words, in 1881 it took three times as many men,

three times as many steamers, as in 1874, to get less fish and

one-third the oil.

Even the menhaden men began at that time to realize that the

menhaden were not an indestructible fish, especially when their

normal spawning was interfered with. At the 1882 meeting of

the United States Menhaden Oil and Guano Association (Report

706, 1st Sess., 48th Cong., p. 317) the record states : —

The secretary then read a communication addressed to Mr.

Henry Wells by W. A. Abbey, in which the writer said : —

" I thought it might be well to draw your attention to the

importance of securing some legislation by Congress to regulate

the menhaden fisheries. . . . Professor Baird is strongly im

pressed with the idea that the salvation of our fishing depends

upon the cessation of our indiscriminate and persistent spring

fishing, while the fish are on their passage to their feeding

ground. . . . The professor stated that, if petitions could be

numerously signed by honest fishermen, praying Congress to

pass a law preventing the landing of menhaden prior to June 1

or 16, such a law may pass, and, if passed, he could see no

reason why our fishing should not be as productive as any other

business. . . . Unless something of this kind is done, our busi

ness must be abandoned."
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Mr. Fowler agreed with the letter, and was of the opinion

that, unless something was done and some sort of a promise

made by the association, in three years' time the business would

die out of itself.

Mr. d'Homergue said :—

Since the deluge, sharks, bluefish, weak-fish, and all sorts of

fish have preyed on menhaden ; but only in the last eight or ten

years has there been that sort of fish known as the double-gang,

fast-sailing steamer. He had counted fifty-six of these craft

between Cape May and Absecomb Lights. Nothing could

withstand the predations of the steamers. Some restriction, he

thought, was necessary, and, if not adopted by the fishermen, it

might be forced on the association in such a shape as to put an

end to the business.

Mr. Fowler had counted from his factory in Connecticut sixty-

eight fishing steamers within eight miles of the wharf. Next

year there would be no fishing there, according to his experience.

In 1892 we find the counsel of the association, Mr. William

Findlay Brown, of Philadelphia, in addressing the Committee on

Merchant Marine and Fisheries of the First Session of the

5 2d Congress in favor of the " Lapham Bill," after speaking of

the three States (Maine, Massachustts, and New York) which

had imposed restrictions on Casco Bay, Buzzard's Bay, and

Prince's Bay, respectively, said to them : —

In the face of all this opposition, this industry has struggled

along for more than twenty years. Many have been forced into

bankruptcy, and some have accumulated a little and have been

able to survive ; but to-day, gentlemen of this committee, I tell

you candidly and soberly and honestly that we are driven to the

last trenches, and, unless you come to our rescue by the enact

ment of suitable legislation, we are lost, and all this vast sum of

money is taken from the wealth of this nation without any just

cause whatever. . . . The fact remains, gentlemen, that the

menhaden industry of the United States, by reason of these

statutes, stands to-day face to face with ruin ; and we appeal to

you in the name of truth and justice and fair play, to avert that

disaster.

That sounds a trifle hysterical. But the significant fact is

asserted and relied on that, after twenty years of otherwise
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unrestricted fishing, only the chance to get into these little pro

tected bays, so small that they can hardly be seen on a general

map of the United States, alone could save this " great com

mercial industry " from annihilation.

In the mean time the Menhaden Association has succeeded in

repealing the Maine statute (Gen. Stats., Chap. 61, Sect. 17) pro

tecting Casco Bay; also, the New York law (Laws of 1888,

Chap. 547) protecting Prince's (or, as the law calls it, Raritan

Bay) . The only place on the Atlantic coast closed to them is

Buzzard's Bay. In 1897 the menhaden men formed a trust,

under New Jersey law, called the "American Fisheries Com

pany," under management of the Churches, with a capital of

$10,000,000. This has never paid a dividend. In 1900 it

became necessary to reorganize on account of the state of the

business. The capital this time came from England, and a new

trust was formed, under the name of the Fisheries Company,

the " American " being dropped for obvious reasons. This has

a capital of #4,000,000, is controlled in England, and is still

under the management of the Churches. It has paid one three

per cent, dividend during its existence,— about a year ago, per

haps out of capital, or when some one was trying to unload.

The present number of factories is twenty-seven. Does this

record suggest to you, gentlemen, a flourishing, valuable com

mercial industry, for the sake of which you should sacrifice the

prosperity of a great and growing section of Massachusetts ?

CHEAP SUBSTITUTES.

The fact is, as has been shown you many times on this evi

dence, these " valuable commercial products " are mere cheap

substitutes for really valuable commodities. They are commer

cial products in the same sense that shoddy is. Take fish oil.

It is said to be useful in currying leather. Where is the leather

man who demands it ? There is nothing fish oil does that some

other oil cannot do much better at a slightly higher price. It

appeared that cod oil would curry leather better, that linseed

oil would mix in paints better, that sperm oil would do lighting
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better in the mines. In other words, porgy oil is not a neces

sary commercial product in the least. It is not desirable in

any way except on account of its cheapness, and the trust holds

the price just low enough to tempt the currier to cheat his cus

tomers by using it, just low enough to tempt the mixer of

paints to substitute it for linseed, and to tempt the mine owner

of Pennsylvania or Ohio to serve out a smoky oil to his miners

in place of the sperm oil, which would be of far greater

assistance. It is immaterial how many thousand dollars' worth

they sell of it. It is a cheap substitute for better things. When

it cannot be detected, it is a cheat.

Practically, the same thing is true of the fish scrap. It may be

part of a complete fertilizer. But there is no more need of going

to the water for phosphoric acid and ammonia than there is to burn

down the woods of Stockbridge, Great Barrington, or Lenox, to

make potash of the ashes. Potash is as necessary to a complete

fertilizer, as either nitrogen or phosphoric acid. And this resort

to the ocean for the source of plant food is wholly unnecessary.

Mr. Edward Atkinson, one of our summer residents at Matta-

poisett, has stated one aspect of the matter very well : —

In the process of invention and the progress of time, we have

come into the control of the unlimited nitrogen of the atmos

phere through methods that build up the soil, and keep it grow

ing more and more freely. You have in these deposits the

sources of phosphoric acid to any extent. And down there in

southernmost Virginia you have all the elements to make phos

phoric acid. You have the control of the nitrogen of the atmos

phere and of the phosphates. . . . These are the facts. And

this effort to deprive us of the food fish and destroy the spawn

ing grounds of Buzzard's Bay is the struggle of a branch of

industry which is out of date, out of place, no longer required,

and the products of which are no longer needed.

And even apart from our ability to assimilate the free nitro

gen of the air by the leguminosse,— the clover, alfalfa, beans,

cow peas, etc.,— there are practically unlimited sources of nitro

gen or ammonia previously neglected. There is all the tankage,

slaughter house refuse, blood, etc., readily available. Ammonia

is now the secondary product of all the gas works, or nearly all,
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and is now becoming a secondary product of the coke ovens and

of the iron works. It probably was never necessary to rob the

sea to enrich the land. Certainly, it is so no longer.

And about this fish scrap lurks the same taint of fraud and

substitution for better things as with fish oil. Abundant, honest

sources of nitrogen or ammonia are to be found. Fish scrap is

a cheap substitute for them ; and, so long as the trust has con

trol of the product, it as absolutely controls the cheapness as the

engineer with hand on the lever controls the locomotive. There

is no competition. Fish scrap is cheap because it is not as good

as other sources of nitrogen and phosphoric acid. If it were

equally good, it would sell equally high.

Mr. Bowker stated to you that it was a hot, burning sub

stance which exhausted the soil,— a fact which, he said, was due

to the presence of the oil. This may be so. But Mr. Bowker

also said that, so far as the farmer is concerned, he gets his

knowledge of what is in the fertilizer from the certificate upon

the bag, which gives a certain percentage of phosphoric acid,

potash, and nitrogen or ammonia. Now it is to the fertilizer

man's direct advantage if he can find a cheap substitute. The

farmer cannot tell whether he is buying fish scrap, tankage,

blood, or what he is buying as his source of ammonia. It may

be leather waste, for an old boot will analyze ammonia. If

the farmer has an honest dealer, the dealer may tell him what

is actually in it if he knows or can find out. The sulphuric acid

has altered appearances absolutely. Whether the farmer is

cheated by fish scrap or gets a reduction in price depends alto

gether upon the honesty of the man who is selling it. Possibly

that explains in part why no farmer is demanding fish scrap.

When fish scrap gets undetected into their fertilizer, it is going

to burn out their soil ; and they know it. If they were sure of

the cheapness, they might risk the burning. To risk the burn

ing and rely on the good faith of this fertilizer trust for the

cheapness does not seem particularly attractive to the farmers.

I know something about farmers. Where is the State Board

of Agriculture ? Where are all these farmers who are studying

this absorbing fertilizer question much more closely than they
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are their Bibles ? If the farmers supposed there was any great

value in fish scrap, so far as they were concerned, they would

not have left it to the Porgy Trust or Mr. Bowker to come and

tell you so. These are a part of the benefits you are promised

as return for diminishing Buzzard's Bay's prosperity. They are

such benefits as may be assumed to attend the increased use of

porgy oil and fish scrap by citizens of the State of Massachu

setts, who can get better commercial products for the same uses.

It may not be so easy to get another Buzzard's Bay.

OTHER BENEFITS.

You are promised, also, I understand, some license fees. For

the privilege of one year's fishing with a steamer equipped with

nets capable of catching 2,000 barrels at a set, worth at least $ 1

per barrel, you may receive into the treasury of the Common

wealth as high as $200. $25 pays for a sailing vessel with

tenders, and $ 10 for a sailing vessel without tenders. In other

words, the annual revenue from the entire menhaden fleet oper

ating in these waters could not exceed $3,000. The amount

does not seem large by comparison. For example, the annual

expenditure for the steamer " Lexington," made necessary by

the operations of this same porgy fleet, has averaged something

like $7,000 for over a dozen years. For the last ten years the

average yearly increase in valuation of the town of Bourne alone

has been about $90,000.

The gain from license fees, moreover, must be offset in large

measure by the increased expenses of enforcing the act itself.

As has been said, the fish do not work quite down to the mouth

of the Bay. Consequently, it is not necessary to patrol the

present line as established by statute (Stat. 1898, Chap. 169),

"from Cuttyhunk lighthouse to the southerly extremity of

Gooseberry Neck in the town of Westport." But the line as

laid down in this bill (Senate, 310) runs right across multitudes

of fish. To be sure of enforcing such a law, it would be neces

sary that the police boat lie right on the ranges, —an impos

sible task in foggy weather. This means also being present all
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day and on moonlight nights. The expense of supplying coal

under these circumstances would be four or five times its present

cost, unless it should be definitely decided to abandon the whole

Bay to the Porgy Trust. A porgy captain, especially in

" smoky " weather, might under this law fish over this line, and,

when found, claim that he had fished outside, and merely drifted

in a mile or two while loading in his catch. It would be entirely

possible for the porgy captain to go above the line if the fish

were nearly down to it, and drive them across the line into

waters where they might be legally caught. But little real

doubt can exist that the additional expense of enforcing the law

would be more than equal to any possible revenue which could

be derived from it.

Such are all the benefits which are promised the Common

wealth in return for a privilege which we regard as destructive

to our Bay. If you are content to give up the welfare of these

towns against their protest, on any such terms as these, then

Esau was by comparison a shrewd man of business. He at least

got a mess of pottage.

THE BITTEREST OF ALL.

But I think the greatest difficulty in this dish, which Mr.

Knowlton is garnishing so nicely, lies in the people who ask for

it. Who are they ? One is inclined to start and rub one's eyes

in wonderment as to whether the eminent counsel actually means

it. One looks for a wink. There are a few principles of legis

lative action which Massachusetts has observed with consistency.

As between America and foreign countries, the interests of

Americans, in the opinion of Massachusetts, should be first con

sidered. Massachusetts has been a consistent, persistent, and

increasing believer in protection for American industry. And

here she is deliberately asked to annihilate the established indus

try of a large section of Massachusetts, which is all they have,

for the benefit of English capitalists. It might be difficult to

find a precedent for it since the days of the late Benedict

Arnold.
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Then it may be regarded as tolerably well settled in Massa

chusetts that, as between the interests of citizens of Massachu

setts and those of other States, it is the plain duty of a Massa

chusetts legislature to legislate for Massachusetts citizens. This

State has always believed in that text of the Holy Writ which

says that, " if any man have not care of his own, and especially

of those of his house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than

an infidel."

Yet here, with apparent confidence, you are asked to overrule

the protest of every town on Buzzard's Bay, and give one of the

chief sources of their wealth to enable a few Rhode Islanders to

earn satisfactory salaries as managing directors. It has been

the boast of Massachusetts legislatures that the poor and

needy should be safe, under the shield of her laws, against the

oppression of capital or the power of concentrated wealth. Yet

here the humble fishermen and boatmen of our shores are at

tacked by the united power of the greatest trust aggregation of

capital at present invested in the fishing business, and this legis

lature is solemnly asked to throw a Massachusetts penal statute

into the scale against them. Massachusetts has always believed

in equality and fair play, does not foster unfair competition or

confer on wealth privileges which she denies to poverty and low

estate. And here it is sought to have her restrict all her own

people to the use of hand-lines, and confer upon a trust monopoly,

with a foreign capital running into millions, an exclusive

privilege of using nets capable of taking two thousand barrels at

a single haul, and operated by the giant power of steam.

WHO IS THIS FAVORED CLASS?

It would be natural to expect that the people who are asking

so great a privilege would be such persons as the Commonwealth

has in the past delighted to honor. It could only, one might

suppose, be modestly asked as reward for some conspicuous ser

vice rendered to the Commonwealth or in requital for some dis

tinguished contribution to the progress of mankind. It certainly

would not be natural to look for such sublimity of audacity as
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would be implied in the suggestion when coming from unrepent

ant law-breakers who had for years defied the laws of the Com

monwealth, with the unique distinction of having made money

in doing so ; have dragged the State through her courts and

those of the nation, and for a dozen years put her to a large

annual expense to prevent capture by force or stealth of the

same profits for which they now petition, with no word of apol

ogy or regret, without restitution or reimbursement. It may

be excusable if the eye, rather than the mouth, waters as we

consider swallowing a dish like that. It is novel, if not ap

petizing.

A TEST CASE.

One of the salient points of Mr. Knowlton's skill consists in

minimizing difficulties. He never seems to dodge anything.

He prefers to talk about it as if it were a matter of no conse

quence. I know of no one who has that skill in greater meas

ure. For example, in opening, he said the Porgy Trust had been

making a test case down there in Buzzard's Bay ; and, as soon as

they learned that the law of 1886 was all right, they behaved

themselves. You will size that up with the facts as we have

them here. In the first place, I think you will agree it is a rather

unusual thing for a private individual or a corporation to make a

test case with a sovereign State of this Union such as Massachu

setts. To avoid being merely criminals, it is at least necessary

to observe great good faith ; for the line is at best a shadowy one.

If a man breaks into a house, he may possibly be making what

he considers a test case. But it looks like a test case if he leaves

the property. If he takes away two heavy bags of silverware, it

looks somewhat as if the primary object was the value of the

silver. If the object is not stealing, but testing, he is apt to

notify an officer what he is going to do. He does not require to

be caught by such a trick as Captain Proctor told you he had

to catch the porgy men, pretending to be a fisherman asking for

bait, with State officers stifling in the cabin of the little catboat.

If one is really testing a law against seining, and not trying to

run away with the fish under pretext of having some doubt as to
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the law, it is not usually necessary to draw a sheath knife and

threaten to kill the first man that boards you, and start a desper

ate resistance. Yet all this is precisely what happened in Buz

zard's Bay on July 19, 1889, when the "Seaconnet" and the

" Serrell " were seized. This test case has other unusual feat

ures. It is not customary to go on resisting the arresting of

ficers, if your test case is made up. One test case is apparently

as good as a dozen. And, if one continues to take the property

in dispute during the interval, the result is not only some doubt

as to the good faith of the " test case," but the infraction of law

is a profitable arrangement for the man who is making the test.

That is not usual in this Commonwealth. The Commonwealth

does not, as a rule, desire that the violation of her laws should

be profitable to the persons who engage in it. And yet we have

the uncontradicted evidence that on September 6, 1889, after the

" Serrell " and the " Seaconnet " had been bonded for forfeiture,

and their crews arrested and bailed ; —when the test case was

ready for trial within a few days, at the coming October term at

Barnstable, the State officers, who had then seized the " Joseph

Church" while fishing, distinctly saw the "Seaconnet" catch

about 400 barrels of menhaden in Buzzard's Bay. The captain

of the "Joseph Church" in the mean time was making another

" test case." He whistled for the other vessels of the porgy fleet,

some eighteen or so, also fishing They clustered about. But there

is something calming about revolvers when men like Deputy

Sheriff James H. Hurley, of Wareham, and Police Officer Wil

liam H. Proctor, of Swampscott, are behind them. The fleet

sheered off, and went back to its illegal fishing as the more

profitable course. Then the captain put to sea, intending to

carry the officers to Rhode Island. He was put in irons. The

pilot refused to take orders, finally headed for New Bedford as

directed, and, when the officers went below, headed gradually for

Tiverton, till the tell-tale compass in the cabin told the story, and

the pilot also came into temporary possession of a pair of hand

cuffs. When the officers undertook to navigate the " Church,"

the crew cut the tiller ropes to drift into Rhode Island. When

a tug was summoned, others tried to cut the hawsers. What
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does all this mean ? Which is the object,— testing the law or

getting the fish ?

Whatever the motive to get into Buzzard's Bay, it continued

to operate after the test case was fully settled.

The decision of the Supreme Judicial Court of this State in

Commonwealth v. Manchester (i 52 Mass. 230), sustaining the law

of 1886, failed, it seems, to stop this fishing. The " Ocean Gem,"

the State police boat of those days, had to stay right down in

those waters all day,— coaling only at night,— and, when she

got back at daylight, always found a porgy steamer or two at

work, fishing, and ready to run away before the " Gem " could

catch up with them. Not even the decision of the Supreme

Court of the United States in Manchester v. Massachusetts (139

U.S. 240) made any appreciable difference in this illegal fishing.

What did make a difference, and all that made a difference,

was the purchase of a steamer with strong bulwarks and ade

quate speed to replace the " Ocean Gem." But is it not un

usual that a great State should be obliged to buy a $50,000

steamer to defend her laws against persistent violation by "a

valuable commercial industry " ? Since when, one is inclined to

ask, has it been regarded as regular to inaugurate tests of speed

and endurance between Rhode Island steamers breaking Massa

chusetts law and her own steamers seeking to enforce it?

Plainly, the law could not be defied. A unanimous decision of

the Supreme Court of the United States, backed by police officers

in a strong, swift steamer, naturally is calculated to inspire respect.

But another course was open. Possibly, Congress might be in

duced to annul the power to pass this law. Hence the " Lapham

Bill," designed to remove from the States of Maine, Massa

chusetts, and New York, which alone had passed restrictive

laws, one of the brightest jewels in their crown of sovereignty.

The rejection of that bill upon grounds which tend to secure its

continual rejection as often as presented had not ended the

efforts to get at Buzzard's Bay menhaden. I have noted Captain

Nath. B. Church's general and specific denial of any porgy fishing

in Buzzard's Bay since 1892. I am afraid you must choose

between believing him and believing Captain Proctor of the
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" Lexington," except so far as it may be impossible for a man

who speaks from actual personal knowledge to be contradicted

by one who knows only what his instructions have been, and

what his captains and crew say they have done. Captain Proc

tor tells us that, when the fish are thick, the porgy captains are

apt to close up on him, and ask, " Why in hell don't you go and

coal up ? " He tells us further that every time the " Lexington "

is forced to go in and coal he expects to find, and usually does

find, a menhaden steamer busy fishing in Buzzard's Bay ; that

they let him get as near as they dare and keep a good start,—

near enough to see the short puffs of steam which show that

they are loading fish into the hold, see the " toot " of their

" kill devil " at work,— and then they put to sea.

Now, as the Porgy Trust cannot defy the law of 1 886, cannot

show any legal flaw in it, cannot get any higher power to annul

it, cannot prevent its enforcement by holding up the appropri

ation for police protection, cannot bribe the officer or outsail

him, it has only one possible course open to it, if it still needs

these fish, — get the legislature to repeal the law.

THE EXPLANATION.

It must have occurred to you that this is all very remark

able conduct, for which no precedent probably exists in your

experience. As all human action springs from motive, it

is natural to seek one for the course of the menhaden people.

The natural explanation is a very simple one. The menhaden

in Buzzard's Bay are of immense importance to the Porgy

Trust,— a value which warrants running any risk, incurring any

expense, submitting to any humiliation. And it is equally clear

that the menhaden of Buzzard's Bay could by no possibility have

this importance to the Porgy Trust if anywhere else was an

equally available supply. One understands how a starving man

would be willing to run all necessary risks for bread. One can

not understand why he should run any risk whatever, if made

aware that there was bread of his own, just around the corner,

in unlimited quantities. " The reason we want to go into Buz
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zard's Bay to fish," said Captain Nathaniel B. Church, on March

20, " is because the menhaden are there." He might have added,

" and are nowhere else." As Mr. Frank L. Young said the day

before, "The question comes on getting the fish, after all."

Mr. Young is quite right. The ghosts of departed menhaden

furnish no oil, no bait, no fish scrap ; and most of the men

haden of the coast have been killed. To the porgy captains and

crews dependent for profits on their " lay " in the catch, it must

be an intensely trying situation to cruise for weeks around

Quick's Hole and below Cuttyhunk Light, with empty holds

and daily diminishing wages, and see schools of menhaden,

" solid enough to walk on," schooling and circling a few miles

away in wanton leisure. The temptation to run in and seize a

freight when the "Lexington" is coaling must naturally be

great. The gain is worth some risk. The prominent element

in all this conduct of the menhaden syndicate seems to me its

desperation,— the irritation at restraint on a critical matter.

But would any one have this feeling if going to the Capes of

Delaware would fill the hold and build a " lay " up to profitable

figures ? Why is it that a few huddling fish in Buzzard's Bay,

which their steamers could readily kill out in a few weeks, and

which are only there because Buzzard's Bay citizens have spared

them, are of such immense consequence to the four-million-

dollar trust ? Is it conceivable that, if menhaden were the in

exhaustible fish they say they are, the trust would not find

plenty somewhere they could get ? If they can, why don't they

go there, and cease breaking the laws of Massachusetts ? If

they cannot find fish elsewhere, what does it mean when the

only place on the Atlantic Coast where they cannot operate is

the only place where the menhaden are ? Does it mean that

Mr. W. F. Brown was telling the truth in Washington, when, as

counsel for the trust of those days, he said that they were face to

face with ruin ? Does it mean that the very foundation of their

business — the indestructibility of the menhaden— is a myth

and a delusion, and that they have killed the sources of their

own income as certainly as the whalers killed out whaling?

Why is there less than half the capital now in the business?
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Why have the factories shrunk from ninety-seven to twenty-

seven ?

PORGY PIRATES.

If it be true, as these facts indicate, that this business is a

losing one, is there any reason furnished why this trust should

be permitted to pull Buzzard's Bay down with it ? Is it right

that we should be the straw at which these drowning men should

clutch ? Is there anything about these men and their record in

Buzzard's Bay or elsewhere that should entitle them to receive

at the hands of Massachusetts the exceptional privilege of

staving off the evil day for a little while from a misconceived

commercial enterprise by ruining one of the great attractions of

Massachusetts,— the only one in which she can hope to rival

certain of her sister New England States ? These men object

to being called " porgy pirates." It is not a pleasing phrase,

but there is much more to it than the alliteration. The name

fits. They are pirates, both in a legal and in a moral sense.

No buccaneer of the Spanish main ever left a broader or a

redder trail than these " porgy pirates " have left along the

Atlantic coast. Everywhere they have been they have elimi

nated the fish. The wrecked homes, the impoverishment in

incomes, the destruction of livelihood, the unsettling of industry

with which they have crippled the humble fishermen and the

communities of which they are part, are entirely without parallel

in the annals of this country.

And now it appears, as was predicted, that the ruin of their

own business has gone hand in hand with the ruin they have in

flicted upon others. They have stripped the coast up to the one

place which is safe ; and they ask you to take away the last

vestige of protection, and reduce this fertile spawning ground of

Buzzard's Bay, teeming with the fish which our own people have

spared under the wise legislation of the Commonwealth, to the

same denuded condition to which they have reduced the rest of

the coast fisheries. They ask you to remove one of its greatest

attractions from a section of Massachusetts, to impair the living

of hundreds of boatmen, to reverse the settled policy of the
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Commonwealth to permit home rule in local fisheries, to annul

the legislation of nearly fifty years on the strength of which

millions have been placed on the soil of Massachusetts, to prefer

the few to many, the powerful to the weak, the Rhode Islander

to men of Massachusetts, a British trust to the sole and ever-

increasing business of many American citizens. And they ask

all this as a favor to persistent breakers of Massachusetts laws,

and for a benefit as transitory, even to the trust itself, as is the

burning fertility their fish scrap gives to the cotton fields of the

South. I earnestly hope it is not necessary to ask, in the name

of every town on Buzzard's Bay, that it should not be done.


